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Hoffman’s Key Conclusion Demonstrably False: 
The Omission of Key Documents and Facts Distorts the Truth 

 
Based upon documents described in this response, we can now demonstrate the following: 

Background 

In November 2014, the Board of Directors of the American Psychological Association (APA) 
engaged David H. Hoffman, a partner in the law firm of Sidley Austin, to conduct an independent 
investigation of the process leading up to the report issued by the APA’s Presidential Task Force on Ethics 
and National Security (PENS) that provided guidelines for psychologists involved in interrogations. Mr. 
Hoffman delivered his report on June 27, 2015. It was accepted immediately and uncritically by the APA, 
and those attacked in it were given no meaningful opportunity to reply before the APA Board and Council 
acted on it, and its conclusions were reported in the New York Times. As we said in our initial response on 
July 31, even a superficial reading of the report shows that it is written as a prosecutorial brief, not an 
objective review of the facts. At that time, we promised further, fact-based responses. This is the first 
such response, issued on behalf of the following individuals named in the report: Colonels (Ret.) L. Morgan 
Banks, Debra L. Dunivin and Larry C. James, and Dr. Russ Newman (APA Executive Director for Professional 
Practice until December 31, 2007).   

Our findings 

The documents Mr. Hoffman omitted clearly show that, prior to the work of the PENS Task Force 
in late June of 2005, restrictive DoD interrogation policies were already in place prohibiting the abusive 
interrogation tactics, including sleep deprivation and stress positions, that the Hoffman report 
erroneously claims we colluded to enable. It is only by omitting a meaningful analysis of these documents 
that he is able to: 

Despite eight months of research and more than $4.1 million in fees, Mr. Hoffman’s report 
omits the key Department of Defense documents that governed military interrogations in the 
period leading up to the PENS report. Only that omission enables him to make the false claims 
at the core of his major conclusion: that DoD guidelines did not prohibit abusive interrogation 
techniques and that we wanted the PENS guidelines to be similarly “loose.” In fact, the DoD 

policies – some of which we helped to draft – were very restrictive. Moreover, the PENS report 
clearly states that psychologists are bound by those policies as well as by the relevant 

international treaties. 
In the face of the documents Mr. Hoffman ignored, his major conclusion collapses. As this 

response will also demonstrate, that omission is part of a pattern of omissions, factual 
mistakes, and unsupported inferences that pervade the rest of his report. 
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• Claim incorrectly that the DoD interrogation policies in place at the time of PENS relied on 
“high-level concepts and did not prohibit techniques such as stress positions and sleep 
deprivation….”1 

• Claim incorrectly that we and others had motives to keep the PENS guidelines “loose” so that 
they would not constrain abusive interrogations. That claim is nonsensical in the face of the 
restrictive military policies issued in 2004 and early 2005, some of which we participated in 
creating. 

These policies – not the earlier guidelines and outdated Bush-administration policies on which 
Mr. Hoffman relies – provide the critical context for the PENS report. And, in fact, language was inserted 
into the PENS guidelines to make it clear that military psychologists were bound by these most recent 
policies, as well as by the U.N. Convention Against Torture and the Geneva Conventions governing the 
treatment of prisoners of war. (See pages 13-14 for the facts that support this statement.) 

In the coming weeks, we will demonstrate that the report’s other major findings rest similarly on 
omissions and factual errors, as well as mischaracterizations and unsupported inferences. The result is a 
story that, while plausible to those not involved in the events it describes, turns truth on its head. The 
consequence has been to wreak irreparable damage upon our reputations and our careers and, more 
importantly and shamefully, upon the reputation of the APA and our profession. All this has happened 
without the APA having given us the opportunity to state our case to its Board or Council.  

Far from enabling abusive interrogations, those of us in the military were working successfully 
to put in place the restrictive policies that ended the abuses. We outline those efforts on page 11 and 
will provide more details about them in our more comprehensive response. 

That full response will take more time given not only the length of Mr. Hoffman’s report, but also 
the volume of key documents and facts that it omits and that we have had to gather ourselves.2 For the 
time being, we list several of the most obvious errors at the end of this response. 

We believe objective observers, once they review all of the documents and facts, not only those 
Mr. Hoffman chooses to present, will conclude that his report’s conclusions are profoundly wrong. The 
report’s omissions, factual errors and mischaracterizations are difficult to attribute to anything other than 
a prosecutorial zeal to reach a pre-ordained conclusion, the conclusion reached by those whose attacks 
he describes on the report’s first page. We have tried not to let our outrage infect the tone of this 
response. But we find it reprehensible that any reputable law firm would issue such a deeply misleading 
report, and that the APA would rush to accept and thereby sanction the report without carefully reviewing 
it and giving those attacked a chance to respond. 

 

                                                           
1 Hoffman report, page 12; pdf page 27. 
2  As we have stated previously, our investigation has been hampered by lack of access to Mr. Hoffman’s notes and 
the emails, and other documents provided to him by the APA, or others, that he did not include in his document 
binders. Given the pattern of omissions in the report, and our knowledge that the report does not reflect the full 
content of at least some interviews, those notes gain added importance. The APA, through its counsel, refused our 
request; Mr. Hoffman has not had the courtesy even to respond to a request made by Dr. Newman for those 
materials on August, 27, 2015. 

http://www.apa.org/independent-review/APA-FINAL-Report-7.2.15.pdf
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THE FACTS: AN EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1.  The report’s central conclusion is that APA officials “colluded with important DoD officials to 
have APA issue loose, high-level ethical guidelines that did not constrain DoD in any greater fashion than 
existing DoD interrogation guidelines.”3 The DoD guidelines, the report claims, “used high-level concepts 
and did not prohibit techniques such as stress positions and sleep deprivation….”4 

 
The facts: As the documents Mr. Hoffman omitted show, the DoD interrogation policies in effect 

in June 2005, when the PENS report was created, were very restrictive. For example, the Standard 
Operating Procedures (SOP) for Iraq issued on January 27, 2005, specifically prohibited sleep management 
and stress positions, among several other techniques. The policies also incorporated the provisions of the 
relevant Geneva Conventions. Mr. Hoffman’s report never refers to these restrictive DoD policies. Given 
these policies, the claim that we wanted loose APA guidelines so that DoD could continue abusive 
interrogations simply makes no sense, especially given that those of us in the military were involved in 
creating some of these military guidelines.  

 
2.  The report also concludes that “there remained a substantial risk, that without strict 

constraints, such abusive interrogation techniques would continue” and that we and others exhibited 
“substantial indifference to the actual facts regarding the potential for ongoing abusive interrogations 
techniques.”5 

The facts: As the documents we cite demonstrate, by the time of the PENS report all evidence 
showed that abusive interrogations within DoD had ended and were highly unlikely to resume, given the 
prohibitions against them and the penalties for violating those prohibitions.6 Here as elsewhere, Mr. 
Hoffman conflates times periods in order to ignore the major changes in interrogation policies and 
practices that took place in 2004, after the Office of Legal Counsel (OLC) memos that provided an 
expanded view of permissible interrogation techniques were withdrawn.   

3. Mr. Hoffman concludes that the PENS guidelines were unduly loose in a way that did not 
constrain abusive interrogations. In particular, he makes two claims. Although those claims lose their force 
given the restrictive military guidelines already in place, they are in themselves false.  

The first claim: 

The leading ethical constraint in the report was that psychologists could not be involved in any 
way in torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment. But it was well known to APA officials at 
the time of the report that the Bush Administration had defined “torture” in a very narrow fashion, 

                                                           
3 Hoffman report, page 9, pdf page 24. 
4 Hoffman report, page 12, pdf page 27. 
5 Hoffman report, page 9, pdf page 24. 
6 Our response relates only to DoD; we cannot speak to policies or practices within the Central Intelligence Agency 
(CIA) or to the activities of Dr. James Mitchell and Dr. Bruce Jessen, whose company contracted with the CIA to 
conduct interrogations. We note, however, that the Hoffman report regularly ignores the clear difference between 
the approaches of the DoD and the CIA that had developed in late 2003, 2004 and 2005. DoD was governed by its 
own policies which, by that time, clearly did not authorize abusive techniques. We note that Mr. Hoffman states that 
Dr. Mitchell told him (emphasis added): “DoD was genuinely interested in adhering to the Ethics Code and was 
seeking clarity about its guidelines, whereas the CIA would not have changed its operational decisions based on 
the ethical statements of a professional association.” Hoffman report, page 144, pdf page 162.  

http://www.apa.org/independent-review/APA-FINAL-Report-7.2.15.pdf
http://www.apa.org/independent-review/APA-FINAL-Report-7.2.15.pdf
http://www.apa.org/independent-review/APA-FINAL-Report-7.2.15.pdf
http://www.apa.org/independent-review/APA-FINAL-Report-7.2.15.pdf
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and was using the word “humane” to describe its treatment of detainees despite the clear 
indications that abusive interrogation techniques had been approved and used. Thus, APA knew 
that the mere use of words like “torture,” “inhuman,” or “degrading” was not sufficient to provide 
guidance or draw any sort of meaningful line under the circumstances.7 

The facts:  The Bush Administration memos providing a narrow definition of torture had been 
withdrawn by the time of PENS insofar as they applied to the DoD. As a report of the Office of Professional 
Responsibility (OPR) made clear, as of December of 2003 the “Yoo memo” underpinning an expansive 
view of permissible DoD interrogation techniques was verbally withdrawn.8 At some point after Deputy 
Attorney General Patrick Philbin testified before the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence 
on July 14, 2004, the DoD informed the OLC that it did not need a replacement for the Yoo memo.9 The 
verbal withdrawal of the Yoo memo in December of 2003 was then reiterated in writing in February of 
2005.10 The more general OLC “Bybee memo” giving an expanded view of permissible interrogation 
techniques was withdrawn in June of 2004, and the OLC memo issued in December 2004 made it very 
clear that torture would be defined with reference to the United Nations Convention Against Torture 
(CAT) as well as U.S. law.11 (A second, classified Bybee memo applied to the CIA and was replaced by 
memos in May of 2005 that were also specific to the CIA.) Mr. Hoffman’s conclusion rests on ignoring 
developments in 2004 and 2005 and the distinction between CIA and DoD policies.12 

The second claim: 

 Mr. Hoffman concludes that the PENS guidelines did not require adherence to the Geneva 
Conventions. His language also clearly implies that we were unconcerned with the Conventions.  

Although the relatively small number of non-DoD voting members of the task force made some 
efforts to push for greater specificity and for definitions based on the Geneva Conventions, their 
efforts were rejected by the DoD members of the task force, the APA Ethics Director, and the other 
key APA officials who were included in the meeting.13   

… the PENS report does not fully embrace international legal standards.14 

The [PENS] statement also makes reference to, at Wessells’s behest, the Geneva Convention 
Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War and the U.N. Convention Against Torture. But as 
discussed earlier, these provisions are not made binding on psychologists in these detainee 
settings. 15 

The facts:  As we demonstrate below in section 3, the actual language of PENS guidelines made it 
clear that U.S. law incorporates all treaties to which the U.S. is a party, including the CAT. It also makes 
clear that psychologists must “follow” the most recent applicable regulations, and that those regulations 

                                                           
7 Hoffman report, page 12, pdf page 27. 
8 Office of Professional Responsibility Report, page 112, pdf page 118. 
9 Office of Professional Responsibility Report, page 121, pdf page 127. 
10 Levin Memo, February 4, 2005. 
11 Levin Memo, December 30, 2004. 
12 Mr. Hoffman did not find that APA officials colluded with the CIA. Hoffman report, page 10, pdf page 25.  
13 Hoffman report, page 12, pdf page 27. 
14 Hoffman report, page 251, pdf page 270. 
15 Hoffman report, page 305, pdf page 324. 

http://www.apa.org/independent-review/APA-FINAL-Report-7.2.15.pdf
http://nsarchive.gwu.edu/news/20100312/OPRFinalReport090729.pdf
http://nsarchive.gwu.edu/news/20100312/OPRFinalReport090729.pdf
http://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/olc/legacy/2009/12/30/aclu-ii-020405.pdf
https://www.aclu.org/files/torturefoia/released/082409/olcremand/2004olc96.pdf
http://www.apa.org/independent-review/APA-FINAL-Report-7.2.15.pdf
http://www.apa.org/independent-review/APA-FINAL-Report-7.2.15.pdf
http://www.apa.org/independent-review/APA-FINAL-Report-7.2.15.pdf
http://www.apa.org/independent-review/APA-FINAL-Report-7.2.15.pdf
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incorporate the Geneva Conventions and the CAT. (The PENS Task Force Report even contained links to 
those texts.16) As DoD psychologists were aware and as we discuss in Section I below, the regulations 
governing DoD interrogations had become tight, not loose.  

 In the face of the actual PENS language, it is difficult to see any basis for Mr. Hoffman’s 
characterization of the report. The PENS guidelines could be considered “loose” only by those who wanted 
policy outcomes – for example, that psychologists should have no involvement in interrogations – that 
the Board of Directors and the PENS Task Force as a whole did not accept, or wanted a degree of specificity 
about which there was no consensus and which ethical guidelines in other professions do not attempt.17  

 In the following pages, we provide supporting details for each of these three points. In the 
concluding pages, we describe some of the report’s many other factual inaccuracies and 
mischaracterizations. 

THE FACTS: THE SPECIFICS 

1.  Mr. Hoffman’s Central Conclusion Collapses in the Face of the Timeline of Events Pre-PENS 

 Hoffman states as fact the following conclusion (emphases added): 

 Our investigation determined that key APA officials, principally the APA Ethics Director joined and 
supported at times by other APA officials, colluded with important DoD officials to have APA issue 
loose, high-level ethical guidelines that did not constrain DoD in any greater fashion than existing 
DoD interrogation guidelines.… Thus, we conclude that in colluding with DoD officials, APA 
officials acted (i) to support the implementation by DoD of the interrogation techniques that DoD 
wanted to implement without substantial constraints from APA; and (ii) with knowledge that 
there likely had been abusive interrogation techniques used and that there remained a 
substantial risk, that without strict constraints, such abusive interrogation techniques would 
continue; and (iii) with substantial indifference to the actual facts regarding the potential for 
ongoing abusive interrogations techniques.18 

 

                                                           
16 Dr. Mike Wessells, PENS listserv notes, page 91. The day after the PENS Task Force meeting, Dr. Wessells states: 
“One very small but important suggested change is that yesterday, we had agreed to include under the fourth point 
reference (in two places) to both the Geneva Conventions and the Convention Against Torture (which applies to 
detainees who are not Prisoners of War).” And in fact, those references are included in the final text of the report. 
Report of the American Psychological Association Presidential Task Force on Psychological Ethics and National 
Security (PENS), June 2005, page 5, pdf page 6. 
17 For example, the American Bar Association Model Rules of Professional Conduct state: “A lawyer shall not 
counsel a client to engage, or assist a client, in conduct that the lawyer knows is criminal or fraudulent…” The 
ethics code doesn’t list all the specific ways that an attorney should not assist a client in committing a crime or 
fraud.   
18 Hoffman report, page 9, pdf page 24. 

This conclusion rests on the assumption, for which Mr. Hoffman provides no facts, that at the 
time of the PENS report the existing DoD interrogation guidelines allowed for abusive 

interrogations. They did not. 

http://s3.amazonaws.com/propublica/assets/docs/pens_listserv.pdf
https://www.apa.org/pubs/info/reports/pens.pdf
https://www.apa.org/pubs/info/reports/pens.pdf
http://www.americanbar.org/groups/professional_responsibility/publications/model_rules_of_professional_conduct/rule_1_2_scope_of_representation_allocation_of_authority_between_client_lawyer.html
http://www.apa.org/independent-review/APA-FINAL-Report-7.2.15.pdf
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He states essentially the same conclusion on pages 65 and 68. He further states: 

 During the task force’s pre-meeting communications, during its three-day meetings, and in 
preparing the task force report, Behnke [Dr. Stephen Behnke, the APA Ethics Director at the time 
of PENS] and Banks closely collaborated to emphasize points that followed then-existing DoD 
guidance (which used high-level concepts and did not prohibit techniques such as stress 
positions and sleep deprivation), to suppress contrary points, and to keep the task force’s ethical 
statements at a very general level in order to avoid creating additional constraints on DoD.19  

Although Mr. Hoffman refers to “existing interrogation” policies and guidelines, he never provides 
the actual DoD policies that were in place as of June 2005 when the PENS Task Force convened.  Instead, 
he refers to DoD policies in place in 2002, 2003, and late 2004, or to CIA policies. (The late 2004 document 
is a SOP for BSCTs20 at Guantanamo that was replaced on March 28, 2005, by a SOP that Colonel Dunivin 
drafted. That later document is actually included in the report’s document binders but not listed in their 
index or referred to in the report.)21  

 
Here as in many other places, the Hoffman report relies on both omissions and misstatements to 

reach its conclusions. As the documents we describe and attach to this response demonstrate, Mr. 
Hoffman’s main conclusion is false.   

The Documentation Mr. Hoffman Didn’t Provide or Analyze 

As the documents demonstrate, military personnel were under clear orders to treat detainees 
humanely. This had manifested in a number of policies prohibiting abusive interrogations and defining 
abuse quite specifically. The policies in place incorporated the relevant Geneva Conventions as well as the 
provisions of the Army Field Manual (FM 34-52). As the charts on pages 9 and 10 show, policies for Iraq 
and Afghanistan specifically prohibited sleep deprivation and stress positions (among other things). For 
Guantanamo, the policies we have obtained contained a list of permitted techniques that did not include, 
among other techniques, sleep deprivation and stress positions. In addition, in a statement included in 
the Hoffman Report (Binder 5, HC00022699), General Randall Schmidt (as the first author of that report) 
said that sleep deprivation was barred in Guantanamo in March 2004, and The Review of the FBI’s 
Involvement In and Observations of Detainee Interrogations in Guantanamo Bay, Afghanistan, and Iraq 
(Reference 12) states that specific stress positions were expressly prohibited in May 2004. All of the 
documents to which we refer were freely available to Mr. Hoffman on the internet.  

To understand how these changes had come about, an understanding of the timeline of events in 
2004 and 2005 – which Mr. Hoffman ignores – is critical. 

• Prior to 9/11, Army interrogators had relied on the guidance of the FM 34-52, which contains 
explicit directions as to which interrogation techniques are allowed and which are considered 
abusive or cruel, inhumane or degrading treatment. 22 

                                                           
19 Hoffman report, page 12, pdf page 27. 
20 A “BSCT” is a Behavioral Science Consultation Team whose members are trained military health professionals. 
BSCT’s monitoring of interrogations helps ensure compliance with U.S. law, DoD regulations, local guidelines, and 
ethical standards. 
21  Hoffman report, footnote 923, pdf page 233, and the references to the supporting documents in Binder 3, pdf 
page 978, DODDON-000760-000772. 
22 Army Field Manual, 34-52; pages I-6 through I-9. 

http://www.apa.org/independent-review/APA-FINAL-Report-7.2.15.pdf
http://www.apa.org/independent-review/APA-FINAL-Report-7.2.15.pdf
http://www.apa.org/independent-review/binder-3.pdf
https://fas.org/irp/doddir/army/fm34-52.pdf
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• After 9/11, memos issued by the OLC expanded the range of interrogation techniques that would 

not be regarded as “torture.” When those legal memos were withdrawn in 2003 and 2004, the 
OLC affirmed that interrogations were governed by the CAT, and it became clear to the military 
that interrogations were once again governed primarily by the restrictions in FM 34-52. 
 

• During mid-2004 and early 2005, the FM 34-52 restrictions against abusive interrogations were 
reinforced by a series of specific policies governing Iraq, Afghanistan and Guantanamo.  As a 
result – and as many members of the PENS Task Force were aware and as was discussed on the 
PENS listserv – at the time of the PENS deliberations, the DoD interrogation policies were specific 
and forceful in their prohibitions against abusive interrogations.  

 
The following charts provide the details of these developments. The relevant portions of the 

documents to which they refer are appended and the reference for the full document is listed in the 
reference table.



In December 2004, six months before PENS, the Office of Legal Counsel memos that expanded permissible interrogation techniques 
were withdrawn, and a new memo made it very clear that the United Nations Convention Against Torture applied to all interrogations

Thirteen senior-level government investigations and hearings prior to PENS had produced changes in policies and procedures as 
early as May of 2004, just after the abuses at Iraq were discovered

• The OLC memo (one of the “Bybee memos”) underlying an expanded view of permissible interrogation techniques was withdrawn in June of 2004 and a new
memo substituted in December of 2004, almost six months before PENS convened. The substitute memorandum made it clear that “[t]orture is abhorrent,”
that interrogators were bound by the United Nations Convention Against Torture, and that the prohibitions in CAT were reflected in US criminal laws. There was
no question what the law was at the time of PENS. Reference 1.

• On February 4, 2005 the General Counsel of DoD was reminded in writing by the OLC that the Yoo OLC memo that underpinned the DoD interrogation program 
(issued in 2003) had been withdrawn verbally in December of 2003, and that the memorandum was being formally withdrawn. Reference 2.

• Consistent with the issuance of the new local policy guidance memos, in the late summer of 2004, DoD notified the OLC that it did not need a replacement for 
the Yoo 2003 memo. Reference 3. 

• On May 6, 2004, General Abizaid, the senior command officer for the Central Command area of responsibility (encompassing Iraq and Afghanistan), ordered
all of the Central Command to conduct interrogations in accordance with FM 34-52. That Manual prohibits, for example, food deprivation, prolonged stress
positions, and abnormal sleep deprivation. Reference 4.

• On May 18, 2004, CNN reported that the Army had banned “sleep and sensory deprivation and keeping prisoners in stressful positions” in Iraq and was
reviewing the policies in Afghanistan. Reference 5.

• On March 10, 2005, testifying before the Senate, Admiral Church had the following exchange with Senator McCain: Senator McCain: “Are all the interrogation 
techniques now in keeping with international law and with treaties that the United States of America is signatory to?” Admiral Church: “Yes, sir.” Senator
McCain: “In your mind there is no doubt?” Admiral Church: “There is no doubt in my mind.” Reference 6.

• In April of 2005, the New York Times reported that DoD was working on a revision to the Army Field Manual which would contain even more specifics about
prohibited interrogation techniques. Reference 7.
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• On May 13 2004, the commander of Combined Joint Task Force 7, then the command structure for Iraq, issued a policy that specifically prohibited the use
of six interrogation techniques, including sleep management, stress positions, change of scenery, dietary manipulation, environmental manipulation, and
sensory deprivation. Reference 8.

• The Schlesinger report made it clear that restictive interrogation policies for Iraq were in place beginning May 13, 2004. That report is in Mr. Hoffman’s
Binder 4 and is linked to FN 1640 but never analyzed.

• On January 27, 2005, the May 6, 2004, policy for all of CENTCOM was reinforced by  SOP for everyone in Iraq that stated (emphasis added): “All
interrogations and tactical questioning will comply with the applicable provisions of the Law of War, the Geneva Conventions, and with US policy, which require 
us to treat all persons humanely and with dignity and respect. This policy also expressly prohibits acts of violence or intimidation and physical or mental
torture. Humiliation is a violation of the Geneva Conventions and is therefore prohibited. Threats, insults, and exposure to inhumane treatment as a means
of or aid to interrogation are not authorized and will not be condoned… Under no circumstances will the following interrogation techniques be
approved or utilized: sleep management, stress positions, diet manipulation, environmental manipulation, removal of clothing, or sensory
deprivation. Military working dogs will not be used for, or be present during, interrogations.” Reference 9.

• On May 16, 2004, an order to the Combined Forces Command-Afghanistan stated unequivocally (emphasis added): “Intelligence questioning of detainees
will be conducted strictly I[n] A[ccordance] W[ith] the Geneva Conventions. Physical abuse of any type, any form of intentional humiliation,
verbal abuse, or deprivation of sleep, food or water are explicitly forbidden. Intelligence value remains secondary to treating all detainees
humanely with a view to their ultimate release and reconciliation as a part of Afghanistan’s future.” The order also stated that “Persons
subject to the U[niform]C[ode]M[ilitary]J[ustice] (UCMJ) may be punished thereunder” for violating that prohibition. Reference 10.

• The Schlesinger report makes clear that restrictive policies were in place for Afghanistan since June of 2004. 

• The Guantanamo (or “Camp Delta”) SOP issued in March 2004 prohibited abuse, “any form of corporal punishment,” physical exercise as punishment
(considered a stress position), and “verbal harassment.” It also mandated that “detention operations meet with the principals of the Geneva Conventions,” 
and stated that violations of the SOP could be punished under the UCMJ. Reference 11.

• General Schmidt has stated publicly that sleep deprivation was barred in Guantanamo in March 2004 (Hoffman report; Binder 5), and the
Schlesinger Report makes it clear that, since April of 2003, the only techniques specifically authorized did not include sleep deprivation, stress positions, or 
exploiting phobias. The Review of the FBI’s Involvement In and Observations of Detainee Interrogations in Guantanamo Bay, Afghanistan, and Iraq states that
in May 2004, specific stress positions were again expressly prohibited. Reference 12.

• The SOP governing BSCT personnel at Guantanamo, issued on March 28, 2005, states (emphasis added): “Use psychological expertise to provide monitoring, 
consultation, and feedback regarding the entire detainee environment in order to assist the command in ensuring humane treatment of detainees, the
prevention of abuse, and the safety of U.S. personnel. …. In addition to the other duties and qualifications noted in this document, it is the responsibility
of all BSCT personnel to familiarize themselves with and adhere to the UCMJ, Geneva Conventions, applicable rules of engagement, local
policies, as well as professional ethics and standards of psychological practice. All BSCT personnel will be expected to:…Immediately
report any suspicions of abuse of detainees or misconduct by U.S. personnel to JIG Director who is responsible for further reporting to JTF
Commander.” Reference 13. 

IRAQ POLICIES

AFGHANISTAN POLICIES

GUANTANAMO POLICIES
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Hoffman refers to none of the documents described above, although they could have been 
easily found. (For example, buried in Binder 4 of his supporting materials is a chart in the August 2004 
Schlesinger Report (The Final Report of the Independent Panel to Review Department of Defense 
Detention Operations) that could have guided him to many of these documents and, therefore, through 
an analysis of the “existing DoD guidelines” in June of 2005.)  

Participation of Military Members in Drafting Policies to End Abuses and Prevent Future Abuses 

 When the March 2005 BSCT SOP was put into effect, Colonel Dunivin was stationed at 
Guantanamo and had participated in drafting it. She alluded to this in an email contained in Mr. Hoffman’s 
binders.23 Colonel Banks was an author of the Army Inspector General’s report, issued in July of 2004, on 
interrogations in Iraq and Afghanistan, and was responsible for listing in the report all of the provisions of 
the Geneva Conventions that applied to interrogations, including, for example, “No degrading 
treatment.”24 And, at the time of PENS, Colonel Banks was consulting to the Army on a revision to the 
Army Field Manual that, as a New York Times article reported, was to contain even more specifics about 
prohibited interrogation techniques.25  

Additionally, after the pictures of abuse from Iraq surfaced, Colonel James met with Dr. Phil 
Zimbardo, the author of the Stanford prison experiments, to discuss how to minimize abuses. While on a 
plane to Iraq, Colonel James outlined the beginnings of a SOP to prevent abuses.  The first restrictive SOP 
was put in place in May of 2004, expressly prohibiting sleep deprivation and stress positions and 
incorporating the Geneva Conventions. While in Iraq, Colonel James trained staff on appropriate 
interviewing techniques that were consistent with those documents.  He noted at least twice on the PENS 
listserv that restrictive policies were in place at the time of PENS, but he could speak about those 
prohibitions only in general terms since their contents were still classified.   

 Mr. Hoffman failed to ask about any of these activities during his multiple interviews with us. 
When we tried to bring up these facts, he told us they “weren’t relevant” and he wanted to know only 
about our interactions with APA. We even offered to try to have the general topics Mr. Hoffman wanted 
to speak about cleared in advance with the military but were rebuffed by him. Yet these topics are clearly 
relevant to the tale Mr. Hoffman spins, and our attorney – without the resources of a major law firm – 
was able to gather the relevant documents simply by searching the internet.26  

2.  All Available Evidence Showed that Abusive Interrogations in the Military Had Ended  
 
 The Hoffman report states that the “collusion” to create loose PENS guidelines took place 
(emphasis added): 
 

… (ii) with knowledge that there likely had been abusive interrogation techniques used and that 
there remained a substantial risk, that without strict constraints, such abusive interrogation 

                                                           
23 Hoffman report, Binder 1, pdf page 895, APA 0035139. 
24 Department of the Army the Inspector General (DAIG) Report, page E-9, pdf page 211.  
25 New York Times article concerning the new Army Field Manual, April 28, 2005. 
26 The first Iraq SOP is still classified; however, its contents were partially disclosed in the Formica report 
(Reference 8). The Iraq SOP from January 2005, cited herein, is still mostly classified but is publicly available 
(Reference 9). To the extent it is classified we have refused to discuss its contents or comment on it with our 
attorney.  

http://www.apa.org/independent-review/binder-1.pdf
http://www1.umn.edu/humanrts/OathBetrayed/Mikolashek%20Report.pdf
http://www.nytimes.com/2005/04/28/politics/in-new-manual-army-limits-tactics-in-interrogation.html?_r=0
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techniques would continue; and (iii) with substantial indifference to the actual facts regarding 
the potential for ongoing abusive interrogations techniques.27 
 
These APA officials took this position while intentionally avoiding an effort to gather 
information about whether “enhanced” interrogation techniques were still occurring—
although they would have had every reason to believe that stress positions and sleep 
deprivation (among others) were still being used at the time of PENS because of the reluctance 
of Banks and other DoD officials to declare them prohibited.  We would not call this “supporting 
the implementation of enhanced interrogation techniques,” but we would say this was supporting 
the implementation by DoD of the interrogation techniques it wanted to implement, without 
substantial constraints from APA, and with knowledge that there likely had been abusive 
interrogation techniques used, and there remained a substantial risk that without strict 
constraints, such abusive interrogation techniques would continue.28 

 Before the time of PENS, as the chart below illustrates, 13 senior-level investigations into detainee 
abuse had taken place (additional reports were released after PENS). All of those reports are either 
publicly available in some form or have been publicly reported on. Yet Mr. Hoffman gives very short shrift 
to their contents, and ignores most of their findings.29 

 
Everyone knew that abuses had occurred. However, Mr. Hoffman provides no evidence – and 

there is none – to back up his assertion that there was a “substantial risk” abuses were likely to continue 
in DoD interrogations. Instead, his assertion relies solely on the fact that abuses had occurred and the 
                                                           
27 Hoffman report, page 9, pdf page 24. 
28 Hoffman report, page 68, pdf page 83.  
29 Chart adapted from Office of the Inspector General of the Department of Defense, Review of DoD-Directed 
Inspections of Detainee Abuse, August 25, 2006; page 32, pdf page 42. 

http://www.apa.org/independent-review/APA-FINAL-Report-7.2.15.pdf
http://www.apa.org/independent-review/APA-FINAL-Report-7.2.15.pdf
http://fas.org/irp/agency/dod/abuse.pdf
http://fas.org/irp/agency/dod/abuse.pdf
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mistaken assertion that there were no restrictive guidelines in place. Given the guidelines actually in place, 
the bright light cast onto abuses by many reports, the commitment of military leadership to preventing 
abuses, the authority given military psychologists to report abuses, and the realization that the whole 
world was watching, it was highly unlikely that abusive interrogations would be attempted or, if 
attempted, could take place undetected within the DoD. (Again, our knowledge is limited to the DoD, not 
the CIA.) 

 
In the chart on page 9, we cited an exchange between Senator McCain and Admiral Church during 

Admiral Church’s March 2005 testimony before the Committee on Armed Services, which was charged 
with reviewing the interrogation polices. The exchange deserves repetition (See Reference 6): 

 Here again, Mr. Hoffman conflates time periods and ignores the specifics of what transpired 
between the post-9/11 period and the period preceding PENS, as well as the differences between CIA and 
DoD approaches to interrogation policies. 

 
3.  The PENS Guidelines Were Understood by Military Psychologists to Prohibit Abusive 
Interrogations  
 

As we explained above, the claim that the PENS guidelines were too general to constrain abuses 
loses its significance if military psychologists were already bound by strict military guidelines, as they were. 
However, there was no doubt among military psychologists that the PENS guidelines themselves 
prohibited techniques that contravened the FM 34-52 or the international conventions incorporated in 
U.S. laws. It is striking that Mr. Hoffman avoids backing up his characterization of the guidelines by actually 
quoting them.  

Senator McCain: "Are all the interrogation techniques now in keeping with international law and with treaties 
that the United States of America is signatory to?"  
Admiral Church: "Yes, sir."  
Senator McCain: "In your mind there is no doubt?"  
Admiral Church: "There is no doubt in my mind." 

In direct contrast to Mr. Hoffman’s characterizations of the PENS guidelines, they make it clear 
that psychologists are obligated to follow the most recent regulations governing their roles, 
and that those regulations incorporate the U.N. Convention Against Torture as well as the 

Geneva Convention Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War. (And, as we have 
demonstrated, the DoD regulations include even more specific restrictions.) In addition, the 

governing OLC guidance – the two memos issued by Acting Assistant Attorney General Daniel 
Levin in December 30, 2004 and February 4, 2005 – that applied to the DoD made clear that 

the CAT as well as relevant U.S. laws applied to military interrogations. No military 
psychologist could rationally have believed at the time of PENS that relevant Geneva 

Conventions and the CAT should not apply to their work, nor did the military psychologists 
involved with PENS take that position. 
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Statement four of the PENS Guidelines states (emphasis added):  

Psychologists do not engage in behaviors that violate the laws of the United States, although 
psychologists may refuse for ethical reasons to follow laws or orders that are unjust or that violate 
basic principles of human rights. Psychologists involved in national security-related activities 
follow all applicable rules and regulations that govern their roles. Over the course of the recent 
United States military presence in locations such as Afghanistan, Iraq, and Cuba, such rules and 
regulations have been significantly developed and refined. Psychologists have an ethical 
responsibility to be informed of, familiar with, and follow the most recent applicable regulations 
and rules. The Task Force notes that certain rules and regulations incorporate texts that are 
fundamental to the treatment of individuals whose liberty has been curtailed, such as the 
United Nations Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment 
or Punishment and the Geneva Convention Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War.  (The 
original PENS document then includes a link to those two documents.) 

 Mr. Hoffman simply assumes that, because the PENS guidelines did not ultimately reflect the 
views of some of the Task Force’s members (views he clearly adopts as his own), malign motives were in 
play to make the guidelines ineffective. Aside from that obvious bias, his assertions contain the following 
mistakes: 

• As we discussed above, although he emphasizes the outdated Bush administration OLC 
memos (the “Bybee” and “Yoo” memos) as the appropriate context within which words such 
as “torture” would be interpreted, he ignores the fact that the Bybee and Yoo memos had 
been withdrawn and that the military had been issuing stringent interrogation guidelines (as 
had been reported in the press). No military psychologist involved in national security 
interrogations was in doubt that the military had increasingly adopted a very different 
attitude toward what were permissible interrogation techniques. The local rules and 
regulations governing interrogations, and therefore military psychologists’ behavior, all 
incorporated the Geneva Conventions and contained strict prohibitions against abusive 
techniques.30 Although some of the regulations were still classified at that time and could not 
be discussed in detail, they were well known to and governed the conduct of the PENS Task 
Force military members. 
 

• Mr. Hoffman states that, because efforts by some PENS Task Force members to push for 
definitions based on the Geneva Conventions were rejected, the report did not ethically bind 
psychologists by human-rights standards. This vastly oversimplifies and distorts the debate 
within the Task Force. Statement Four states clearly that psychologists are bound by the 
Geneva Conventions. The debate was not about that question. Federal employees and 
military members pledge adherence to the laws of the United States – but those laws 
automatically encompass treaties to which we are a party. Military members expressed 
concern that they could not commit to a broad adherence to international law because it 
could conflict with the wording of the oath that they take. The debate, therefore, was about 
whether the PENS guidelines, if they were to be effective for military psychologists, should 
refer directly to international laws or to the U.S. laws that incorporate the relevant 

                                                           
30 Colonel James made this point several times on the PENS listserv, pages 47; 144. 

http://s3.amazonaws.com/propublica/assets/docs/pens_listserv.pdf
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international laws. This is a debate about the relationship between U.S. and international law 
that is conducted in many settings, not just this one.  

 
In this setting, the debate was further complicated by the fact that the U.S. government held 
that the Geneva Conventions applied only to certain enemy combatants, and not all national 
security detainees.31 Clearly, throughout this period there were significant disputes about the 
law governing detainee interrogations, disputes conducted at levels of government beyond 
ours. Those of us in the military set out to change the policies on the ground that governed 
psychologists’ conduct to make it clear that, at each site, the Geneva and U.N. Conventions 
applied and abusive interrogations were not permitted. This approach allowed us to bring 
about these changes while staying in the chain of command and without contradicting our 
government’s stated policy on this legal issue.32 All of our work was motivated by a desire 
to provide all psychologists who would work in these settings in the future with guidance 
that would allow them to resist abusive techniques and obligated them to report any 
suspected abuses that might occur. All of us believed this was extremely important work for 
our profession. All of us also firmly believe that the standards defined by the Geneva and 
U.N. Conventions should apply to all detainees – and, in fact, some of the guidelines we 
have described make that clear.  As even Jean Marie Arrigo, one of our most vocal critics, 
noted, Colonel James and Colonel Banks both stated that they believed that the relevant 
Geneva Conventions should apply.33 None of us doubted for a minute that we should abide 
by the Geneva Conventions in every circumstance, whether or not detainees were considered 
enemy combatants.34 
 

• Mr. Hoffman ignores that Dr. Behnke had clearly studied the scope of U.S. laws and the 
appropriate approach to relying on U.S. law in the PENS guidelines. As indicated by Dr. 
Behnke’s handwritten notes, his position was informed by a May 2005 article by the 
Physicians for Human Rights that described all the applicable U.S. laws that allowed sanctions, 
including criminal sanctions, to be imposed on psychologists who participated in abusive or 
cruel, inhumane or degrading treatment. 35 Those laws incorporate the prohibitions of the 
Geneva Conventions and of the CAT to which the United States is a signatory. (For example, 
the 1999 Initial Report of the United States to the U.N. Committee against Torture states that 
“Every act of torture within the meaning of the [CAT] is illegal under existing federal and state 
law, and any individual who commits such an act is subject to penal sanctions as specified in 
criminal statutes."36) Dr. Behnke’s reliance on that careful legal analysis is clearly shown in 

                                                           
31 The Obama Administration has dropped the term “enemy combatant” but retains the right to detain those who 
provide "substantial" assistance to al-Qaeda and its associates globally. 
32 Understanding the Oath of Office taken by military members and federal employees. 
33 Hoffman report, Binder 3, Arrigo notes pdf pages 805-830; 815. 
34 In stark contrast to what Mr. Hoffman concludes, Senator Levin, in his remarks when releasing the Senate Armed 
Services Committee Report in April of 2009, noted that military psychologists – including Colonel Banks – warned  
against the use of harsh techniques as early as 2002: “On October 2, 2002, Lieutenant Colonel Morgan Banks, the 
senior Army SERE psychologist, warned against using SERE [Survival Evasion Resistance and Escape] training 
techniques during interrogations in an email to personnel at GTMO ….”.  
35 Break Them Down, May 2005; Hoffman report, Binder 4, pdf page 985. HC 00008888. 
36 Human Rights Watch, quoting from the U.N. Committee Report Against Torture, March 11, 2003. 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2009/03/13/AR2009031302371.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2009/03/13/AR2009031302371.html
http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2011/01/support-and-defend-understanding-the-oath-of-office
http://www.apa.org/independent-review/binder-3.pdf
http://nieuwsblog.burojansen.nl/archieven/4807
http://nieuwsblog.burojansen.nl/archieven/4807
http://nieuwsblog.burojansen.nl/archieven/4807
http://physiciansforhumanrights.org/library/reports/us-torture-break-them-down-2005.html
http://www.apa.org/independent-review/binder-4.pdf
https://www.hrw.org/news/2003/03/11/legal-prohibition-against-torture#laws
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notes from his files that were given to Mr. Hoffman. Although Mr. Hoffman includes them in 
his document binders, he does not discuss them in his report. 

 Within the PENS Task Force, there was at times heated debate, even among the various members 
of the military branches, about whether the guidelines should be more specific about permissible and 
prohibited techniques and whether the guidelines should rely on the Geneva Conventions directly or on 
the U.S. laws that incorporated the Conventions. Throughout Mr. Hoffman’s report, it is clear that he takes 
sides on those issues, despite his claim to neutrality. (See, for example, page 27, where he concludes, 
without any evidence, that it is “naïve or intentionally disingenuous” to believe that psychologists can 
simultaneously prevent abusive interrogations and encourage effective techniques.)  But the outcome of 
the debates was entirely reasonable and, we believe, correct.  

Other Conclusions in the Report Rest on Similar Factual Inaccuracies 

 Our more detailed reply will respond to Mr. Hoffman’s other major conclusions, all of which rest 
similarly on omissions, opinions masquerading as fact, and unsupported inferences about motives. At this 
time, we set forth only a few of these inaccuracies. 

Appropriately disclosing and navigating the alleged conflict of interest 

 The report asserts that, because Dr. Newman is married to Colonel Dunivin, he had a “classic 
conflict of interest” that was not adequately disclosed and should have barred him from participating in 
any aspect of the PENS process. 37 As is the case again and again, a paragraph that states a conclusion is 
not accompanied by any of the facts or documents that depict a different or more complex story, although 
they are sometimes buried deep inside the report.   

• Disclosure. Although the report acknowledges38 that various APA officials were aware of the 
marriage, it does not make it clear that Dr. Newman had disclosed the marriage to the Board 
of Directors and his superiors, as well as to others in the APA. The marriage was referenced 
in October 2002 in the Monitor, the official publication of the APA, which is sent to all 
members, with a picture listing their respective titles and positions.39 In addition, based on an 
email drafted by Nathalie Gilfoyle, the APA’s General Counsel, in the context of the issue 
described in the fourth of these bullet points, it appears that the marriage had been disclosed 
to the APA Council in 2004.40 In sum, all of Dr. Newman’s superiors and many members of the 
Task Force, including the person who nominated him for inclusion as an observer, were aware 
of the relationship.41 Moreover, it was also commonly known that Colonel Dunivin was 
deployed to Guantanamo. As Geoff Mumford, an APA staff member, said in an email to which 
Mr. Hoffman refers, “it doesn’t appear to be a secret that she’s been down there.”42  
 

                                                           
37 Hoffman report, pages 13-14, pdf pages 28-29. 
38 Hoffman report, pages 13-14, pdf pages 28-29. 
39 APA Monitor, October 2002, Reference 14.  
40 Hoffman report, Binder 2, pdf pages 1401-1404, APA 0138161. 
41 Hoffman report, page 258, pdf page 277. 
42 Hoffman report, page 218, pdf page 237; Binder 1, pdf page 797, APA 0030060. 

http://www.apa.org/independent-review/APA-FINAL-Report-7.2.15.pdf
http://www.apa.org/independent-review/APA-FINAL-Report-7.2.15.pdf
http://www.apa.org/independent-review/binder-2.pdf
http://www.apa.org/independent-review/APA-FINAL-Report-7.2.15.pdf
http://www.apa.org/independent-review/APA-FINAL-Report-7.2.15.pdf
http://www.apa.org/independent-review/binder-1.pdf
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• General Counsel’s Awareness. Ms. Gilfoyle was presumably fully capable of deciding whether 
Dr. Newman’s role as an observer constituted a conflict and, if she thought it might be, of 
saying so. Although Mr. Hoffman states that “Gilfoyle … was surprised to learn of Newman’s 
involvement during the meetings,”43 on Sunday, June 26, she and others received an email 
from a member of the Task Force listing Dr. Newman (and her) as among those who 
consulted on the project. She then emailed Dr. Behnke about her concerns about how the 
draft would be reviewed before it was released, and copied Dr. Newman. In those exchanges, 
she did not express surprise or concern about his involvement. Moreover, although we cannot 
tell from the documents in the Hoffman report the degree of Ms. Gilfoyle’s ongoing 
involvement in the PENS discussions, she was apparently sufficiently involved to be able to 
tell Dr. Behnke, when she received the draft report, “I think this looks great and captures the 
discussion well.”44  
 

• Colonel Dunivin and Dr. Newman’s Role. Colonel Dunivin was not a member of the PENS Task 
Force, did not attend the Task Force meeting, and did not participate in its deliberations at 
all. Although she submitted names for inclusion on the Task Force based on competencies 
and appropriate expertise, the decisions about whom to include were made by those to 
whom the marriage and potential conflict had been fully disclosed. Dr. Newman was not a 
member of the Task Force or of its listserv and did not help to draft its report. Instead, he was 
a non-voting observer, chosen by people to whom the marriage had been fully disclosed. A 
review of the notes of the Task Force meetings finds that he spoke less frequently than many 
others. His comments focused appropriately on the role of psychology and psychologists in 
the interrogation process, and were consistent with, and appropriate for, his duty of loyalty 
to his employer and his position as the Executive Director for Professional Practice for APA.  
 

• Previous consideration of a potential conflict issue. In a footnote, the Hoffman report says 
that the marriage had previously raised concerns and that, in late 2004 (just three months 
before the PENS Task Force was approved by the Board), a Council member flagged it as a 
potential conflict of interest when Dr. Dunivin was running for a position on the APA Finance 
Committee. The footnote adds, without detail, that she withdrew her candidacy. It cites to, 
but does not describe, a document buried in the document binders.45 That document includes 
a description, in an email, of advice requested by Ms. Gilfyole on behalf of the APA Board 
from PriceWaterhouseCoopers (PwC). According to the email, PwC advised that “… this type 
of service [that is, service on the committee] is not prohibited.” The email went on to state 
that full disclosure would minimize the risk of a conflict, that actual conflicts could be dealt 
with by recusal on an issue-by-issue basis, and that recusal “should be adequate to address 
an actual conflict or the appearance of a conflict regarding a matter directly affecting the 
Practice Directorate.”46 The document also makes clear that Dr. Dunivin was not required to 
withdraw her candidacy for the Finance Committee because the marriage was regarded as a 

                                                           
43 Hoffman report, page 257, pdf page 276.  
44 Hoffman report, Binder 1, pdf page 1064, APA 0040782. 
45 Hoffman report, Binder 2, pdf pages 1401-1404, APA 0138161.  
46 Id. 

http://www.apa.org/independent-review/APA-FINAL-Report-7.2.15.pdf
http://www.apa.org/independent-review/binder-1.pdf
http://www.apa.org/independent-review/binder-2.pdf
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conflict in and of itself, an inference that the wording of Mr. Hoffman’s footnote encourages. 
Although the existence of this advice from PwC was never disclosed to Dr. Newman, Ms. 
Gilfoyle as General Counsel of APA had the benefit of the guidance at the time of the PENS 
meetings. Because we do not have the full language of the PwC advice, we cannot determine 
its more specific relevance to the PENS discussions. However, the failure to disclose it or 
include the full text of the advice – yet another omission – distorts Mr. Hoffman’s description 
of the entire conflict issue. 
 

The proper handling of an ethics complaint against Colonel James 
 
  As one of his three main conclusions, Mr. Hoffman states broadly that ethics complaints were 
handled improperly to protect psychologists involved in interrogations.47 As evidence for that conclusion, 
Mr. Hoffman cites an ethics complaint filed against Colonel James. Despite acknowledging that, if there 
was a flaw in how ethics complaints were handled, it was systemic and not related specifically to 
psychologists involved in interrogations, and despite acknowledging on page 522 of the 528-page text of 
the report that its handling was “technically permissible,” he says it demonstrated a lack of diligence and, 
by implication, a desire to protect Colonel James.48 But Mr. Hoffman fails to state that the same 
complainant filed multiple complaints concerning Colonel James with two state licensing boards, and 
that no board, and no court reviewing any of those state board decisions, has found those allegations 
to have merit or to have been handled improperly. At this point, Colonel James’ conduct has been the 
subject of at least seven actions. Once again, the report’s omission of easily available facts distorts the 
story it tells.49  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
47  Hoffman report, page 10, pdf page 25. 
48  Hoffman report, pages 58-60, pdf pages 73-75. 
49 One of the associates whose name appears on the report, Ms. Heather Benzmiller, completed a fellowship that 
appears to have been sponsored by Sidley Austin at the McArthur Justice Center. While Ms. Benzmiller was 
completing her fellowship, Mr. Joseph Margulies, Associate Director of the Center, represented Mr. Zayn al Abidin 
Mohamed Hussein, known as Abu Zubaydah. His interrogation became the subject of the Office of Legal Counsel 
memos justifying an expanded view of permissible enhanced interrogation techniques. While we do not know the 
nature of Ms. Benzmiller’s involvement, if any, in that representation, and we believe the representation was 
important work, that relationship should have been disclosed. That is especially the case given the Center’s quite 
small staff, which suggests Ms. Benzmiller would have been aware of the representation even if she was not 
involved in it. Additionally, another associate who was listed on the brief and attended many of our interviews, Mr. 
S. Yasir Latifi, was an intern at WilmerHale, counsel to the APA, for two years prior to attending law school. 

http://www.apa.org/independent-review/APA-FINAL-Report-7.2.15.pdf
http://www.apa.org/independent-review/APA-FINAL-Report-7.2.15.pdf
http://www.law.northwestern.edu/legalclinic/macarthur/projects/guantanamo/index.html
http://www.law.northwestern.edu/legalclinic/macarthur/projects/guantanamo/index.html
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Conclusion 

 Mr. Hoffman asserts that he set out to “follow the evidence” wherever it led him. If that was 
indeed his aim, he failed. He omits key evidence, misstates facts, makes assertions backed by no evidence, 
and draws conclusions about intent and motives that are based on his own inferences rather than facts. 
Far from conducting an objective review, he has created a brief to support the charges leveled by those 
who attacked us and, more generally, attacked the role of psychologists in military interrogations. His bias 
has done untold damage to individual reputations and careers, and to the profession. 

That damage has been compounded by the APA’s wholly uncritical acceptance of the report, its 
refusal to give those attacked a meaningful opportunity to respond, and its lack of any due process before 
taking actions on the basis of the report. We urge those of you concerned about our profession to press 
the APA to review the Hoffman report with the rigor we would hope all psychologists would apply to any 
document, much less one with such drastic consequences. 

Most importantly, given that so many questions remain, a fair process is necessary to review the 
report, hear both sides, and separate fact from fiction. This process should not involve those in the APA 
governance structure or those who by word or action have already taken sides. Rather, it should involve 
a truly neutral third party such as a respected former judge without political leanings.  

Please join us in requesting that the APA Board meet with those individuals most deeply 
affected by the report, along with their legal counsel, in order to work out a mutually acceptable process 
for moving forward to achieve a fair resolution. (We have supplied the Board members’ email addresses 
and the text of a suggested email to them in a separate cover letter to this document.) 

 We are in the process of drafting a more complete reply and will publish that as soon as possible.50 
In the meantime, we suggest that anyone who wants to read more about these issues can begin with the 
government investigations into detainee abuse set forth above, none of which support Mr. Hoffman’s 
version of the truth. In particular, the Senate Armed Services Committee and Church Reports provide an 
excellent context in which to view Mr. Hoffman’s factual inaccuracies.51  

 For ease of reference, we have attached and highlighted the relevant portions of documents that 
we have referenced. Here we also provide links to the full text of those documents where appropriate.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
50 That reply will also list the many documents that appear in duplicate in Mr. Hoffman’s binders, or lengthy 
documents that were unnecessarily included. We believe that, once those documents are stripped out, the 
relevant time periods made clear, and the CIA references deleted, Mr. Hoffman’s report rests on very thin support. 
51 Condensed Public Broadcasting Timeline of selected reports; Senate Armed Service Committee Report; Church 
Report.  

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/torture/paper/reports.html
http://www.armed-services.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/Detainee-Report-Final_April-22-2009.pdf
https://www.aclu.org/files/images/torture/asset_upload_file625_26068.pdf
https://www.aclu.org/files/images/torture/asset_upload_file625_26068.pdf
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http://humanrights.ucdavis.edu/projects/the-guantanamo-testimonials-project/testimonies/testimonies-of-standard-operating-procedures/bsct_sop_2005.pdf
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Office of the Assistant Attorney General 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Office of Legal Counsel 

Washington, D. C. 20530 

December 30!t 2004 

IYIEMORANDUM FORJMIBS B. COl\'IEY 
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERU 

Re: Legal Standards Applicable Under 18 U.S.C. §§ 2340-2340A 

Torture is abhorrent both to American law and values and to intem'-1.tional norms. This 
universal repudiation of torture is reflected in our criminal law, for example, 18 U.S.C. §§·2340:. 
2340A; international agreements, exemplified by the United Nations Convention Against Torture 
(the "CAT')1

; customary international law2
; centurie8 of Anglo-American law1

; and the 
longstanding policy of the United State~, repeatedly and recently reaffinned by the President.4 

This Office interpreted the federal criminal prohibition against torture-codified at 18 
U.S.C. §§ .2340-2340A-]n Standards of Conduct for Interrogation under 18 U.S. C §§ 2340-
2340A (Aug. 1, 2002) ('l;August 2002 Memorandum,,). The August 2002 Memorandum also 
addressed a number of issues beyond interpretation of those statutory provisions, including the· 
President's Commander-in-Chief power, and various ·defenses that might be asserted to avoid 

} potenti:al liabilityunder Bections 2340-2340A. See id. at 31-46 __ 

Questions have since been raised, both by this Office and by others, about the 

1 Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, Dec. I 0, 
1984, S. Treaty Doc. No. I00-20, 1465 U.N.T.S. 85. See also, e.g .• International Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights, Dee. 16, 1966, 999 U.N.T.S. 171. ' 

2 It has been suggested that the prohibition against torture has achieved the status ofjus cogens (i.e., a 
peremptory nonn) under international law. See. e.g., Sidennan de Blake v. Republic of Argentina, 965 F.2d 699, 714 
{9th Cir. 1992); Regina v. Bow Street Metro. Stipendiary Magistrate Ex Parte Pinochet Ugarte (No. 3), [2000] 1 AC 
147, 198; see also Restatement (Third) ofForeign Relatio.ps Law of the United States§ 702 reporters' no.te 5. 

3 
See generally John H. Langbein, Torture and the Law of Proof Europe and England in the Ancien Regime 

(1977). 

4 See, e.g., Statement on United Nations International Day in Support of Victims of Torture, 40 Weekly C-Omp. 
Pres. Doc. 1167 (July 5, 2004) ('•Fre-edom from torture is an inalienable human riglir .... "}; Statement on United 
Nations International Day in Support of Victims of Torture, 39 Weekly Comp. Pres. Doc. 824 (June 30, 2003) 
("Torture anywhere is an affront to human dignity everywhere."); see also Letter of Transmittal from President 
Ronald Reagan to th~ Senate {lvfay 20, 1988), in Message from the President of the United States Transmitting the 
Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, S. Treaty Doc_ No. 
l00-20t at iii (1988) ("Ratification of the Convention by the United States will clearly express United States 
opposition to torture) an abhorrent practice unfortunately still prevalent in the world today."). . 
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U.S. Department of Justice 

Office of Legal Counsel 

Office of the Assistant Attorney General Washington, D.C. 20530 

February 4, 2005 

Honorable William J. Haynes I  I 
General Counsel 
Department of Defense 
1600 Defense Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20101-1600 

Re: Memorandum for William J. Haynes II, General Counsel of the Department of 
Defense, from John Yoo, Deputy Assistant Attorney General, Office of Legal 
Counsel, Re: Military Interrogation of Alien Unlawful Combatants Held Outside 
the United States (March 14, 2003) ("March 2003 Memorandum") 

Dear Jim: 

In December 2003, then-Assistant Attorney General Jack Goldsmith advised you that the 
March 2003 Memorandum was under review by this Office and should not be relied upon for any 
purpose. Assistant Attorney General Goldsmith specifically advised, however, that the 24 
interrogation techniques approved by the Secretary of Defense for use with al Qaeda and Taliban 
detainees at Guantanamo Bay Naval Base were authorized for continued use as noted below. I 
understand that, since that time, the Department of Defense has not relied on the March 2003 
Memorandum for any purpose. I also understand that, to the extent that the March 2003 
Memorandum was relied on from March 2003 to December 2003, policies based on the 
substance of that Memorandum have been reviewed and, as appropriate, modified to exclude 
such reliance. This letter will confirm that this Office has formally withdrawn the March 2003 
Memorandum. 

The March 2003 Memorandum has been superseded by subsequent legal analyses. The 
attached Testimony of Patrick F. Philbin before the House Permanent Select Committee on 
Intelligence, July 14, 2004, reflects a determination by the Department of Justice that the 24 
interrogation techniques approved by the Secretary of Defense mentioned above are lawful when 
used in accordance with the limitations and safeguards specified by the Secretary. This also 
accurately reflects Assistant Attorney General Goldsmith's oral advice in December 2003. In 
addition, as I have previously informed you, this Office has recently issued a revised 
interpretation of the federal criminal prohibition against torture, codified at 18 U.S.C. §§ 2340
2340A, which constitutes the authoritative opinion of this Office as to the requirements of that 
statute. See Memorandum for Deputy Attorney General James B. Comey from Daniel Levin, 
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Acting Assistant Attorney General, Office of Legal Counsel, Re: Legal Standards Applicable 
Under 18 U.S.C. §§2340-2340A (Dec. 30, 2004) (copy attached). 

Please let us know i f we can be of further assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Signature of Daniel Levin 

Daniel Levin 
Acting Assistant Attorney General 

Attachments 
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2. The Withdrawal of.the Yoo Memo 

Goldsmith's reaction to the Yoo Memo was that it was "deeply flawed," 85 

 and his immediate concern was that the Defense Department might improperly 
rely on the opinion in determining the legality of new interrogation techniques.

86 

The broad nature of the memorandum's legal advice troubled him because it could 
have been used to justify many additional interrogation techniques . . As he later 
explained in an email to other OLC attorneys, he saw the Yoo Memo as a "blank 
check" to create new interrogation procedures without further DOJ review or 

approval. 87  

Accordingly, Goldsmith telephoned Haynes in late December 2003 and told 
him that the Pentagon could no longer rely on the Yoo Memo, that no new 
interrogation techniques should be adopted without consulting OLC, and that the 
military could continue to use the noncontroversial techniques set forth in the 
Working Group Report, but that they should not use any of the techniques 
requiring Secretary of Defense approval without first consulting OLC. Having 

85 

error." 
=told us that after Goldsmith read the Yoo Memo, he told her it was "riddled with 

86 	Goldsmith told us that he approached his review of the Yoo Memo with great caution, 
because he was reluctant to reverse or withdraw a prior OLC opinion. In reviewing the 
memorandum, he did not intend to identify any and all possible errors, but was looking for the 
"really big fundamental mistakes that couldn't be justified and that were perhaps unnecessary." 

87 	Philbin responded to that email as follows: 

' k arch memorandum was not a blank check at least as of the time t 
started work at DoD OGC (Summer 2003) because I told her to m e sure 

that ey did not go beyond the Rumsfeld approved procedures and did not rely on 
the memo. This was only an oral caution but please do not sell us short by ignoring 
it. 

Goldsmith answered as follows: "I'm not selling anyone short - It's just that Haynes said 
he heard nothing about that advice." 
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Goldsmith left the. Justice Department on July 17, 2004, before he was able 
to finalize a replacement for the Yoo Memo. On July 14, 2004, then Associate 
Deputy AG Patrick Philbin testified before the House Permanent Select Committee 
on Intelligence as to the legality of the 24 interrogation methods that had been 
approved for use by the Defense Departnient. Sometime thereafter, the Defense 
Department reportedly informed OLC that it no longer needed a replacement for 
the Yoo Memo. 

5. The Withdrawal of the Bybee Memo 

On June 8, 2004, the Washington Post reported that "[i]n August•2002, the 
Justice Department advised the White House that torturing al Qaeda terrorists in 
captivity abroad 'may be justified,' and that international laws against torture 
may be unconstitutional if applied to interrogations' conducted in President 
Bush's war on terrorism, according to a newly obtained memo." On June 13, the 
Washington Post made a copy of the Bybee Memo available on its web site. 

Up until this time, Goldsmith's focus had been on the Yoo Memo, rather 
than the Bybee Memo. Shortly after the Bybee Memo was leaked, Goldsmith was 
asked by the White House if he could reaffirm the legal advice contained in the 
Bybee Memo. Because the analysis in that document was essentia lly the same as 
the Yoo Memo, which he had already -withdrawn, Goldsmith concluded that he 
could not affirm the Bybee Memo. He consulted with Comey and Philbin, who 
agreed with his decision, and on June 15, 2004, Goldsmith informed Attorney 
General Ashcroft that he had concluded that the Department should withdraw the 
Bybee Memo. Although Ashcroft was not happy about it," according to 
Goldsmith, he supported the decision. The following day, June 16, 2004, 
Goldsmith submitted a letter of resignation to become effective August 6, 2004. 

Later that week, Goldsmith notified the White House Counsel's Office that 
he was planning to withdraw the Bybee Memo. According to Goldsmith, this 
caused "enormous consternation in the Executive Branch because basically they 
thought the whole program was in jeopardy," but the White House did not resist 
his decision. 
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use" at Bagram. 1729 That list included the use of "safety positions," "sleep adjustment," "sensory 
overload," invading a detainee's personal space to "increase psychological discomfort," "dietary 
manipulation," adjusting temperature or introducing an unpleasant smell to "create moderate 
discomfort," and using blacked out goggles as an interrogation technique. 1730 

D. Special Mission Unit Task Force Interrogation Polices (U) 

Prior to March 2004, however, each operated under a distinct interrogation SOP. On March 26, 
2004 the SMU TF implemented a single interrogation policy that covered SMU TF operations in 
both Iraq and Afghanistan. 1731 

_ The March 26,2004 SMU SOP authorized 14 "interrogation techniques" not 
explicitly listed in FM 34-52, including use of muzzled dogs, "safety positions (during 
interrogations)," sleep adjustment/management, mild physical contact, isolation, sensory 
overload, sensory deprivation, and dietary manipulation. 1732 

_ According to the Church Special Focus Team Report, the March 26, 2004 SMU 
TF SOP included a larger number of interrogation techniques outside ofFM 34-52 than the SOPs 
ofany other military organization at the time. 1733 In fact, many ofthe techniques in that SOP had 
been abandoned by conventional forces in Afghanistan months earlier, after CENTCOM 
identified legal concerns with the techniques. 1734 Although the authority in the March SOP to 
use "muzzled dogs" was rescinded on April 22, 2004, the remainder ofthe techniques remained 
authorized until May 6, 2004, when GEN John Abizaid, the CENTCOM Commander, suspended 
use of all non-FM 34-52 techniques. 1735 The Church Special Focus Team report said the 
techniques were suspended as a result of detainee abuse at Abu Ghraib. 1736 GEN Abizaid stated 

172S1 cm-180 SJA Memorandum for Record, CTJ'F-180 Detainee Operations Standard Operating Procedures 
(March 27, 2004). 

1730 Ibid 

1731 Church Special Focus Team Report at 15. 

173~ The 14 techniques were the use of military working dogs, safety positions·(during interrogations), use of 
blackened goggles/ear muffs during interrogation, sleep adjustment/sleep management, use of female interrogators, 
sensory deprivation, sensory overload, change of environment/ environmental manipulation, diet manipulation, use 
of falsified documents or reports and deception, use of individual fears, use of isolation, fear of long-term 
incarceration, and mild physical contact. Battlefield Interrogation Team and Temporary Screening Facility Standing 
Operating Procedures (SOP), Change 2 Dated May 18, 2004. 

1733 Church Special Focus Team Report at 15. 

1734 Ibid 

1m Ibid at 16; Memorandum from SMU TF Commanding General to USCENTCOM, Request 
for Use ofInterrogation Techniques (May 27, 2004); CENTCOMISOCOM Briefing to Committee Staff (December 
21,2007). 

1736 Church Special Focus Team Report at 16. 
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report, we were notifted that the Commander, 
Multt-natlonal Forces Inq (MNF-I). General 
Georse W ~ Jr., had approved on January 27, 
2005 a new 1nterroaatton policy for Iraq. This pol
icy approves a more limltec:I set or techniques for 
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training on and verify implementation of the poll· 
cy and report compliance to the Commander, 
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unit at Abu Ghraib 
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Interrogation techniques banned in Iraq
Tuesday, May 18, 2004 Posted: 1:28 PM EDT (1728 GMT) 

BAGHDAD, Iraq (CNN) -- The U.S. 
military will not use certain 
prisoner interrogation techniques 
in Iraq following the Abu Ghraib 
prison scandal, Pentagon officials 
said Friday.

Among the tactics barred are sleep and 
sensory deprivation and keeping prisoners 
in stressful positions for periods of time. 

According to the military, none of the tactics 
-- which required the approval of the 
commanding general before use -- had 
been requested in Iraq.

Gen. Ricardo Sanchez, commander of U.S. 
forces in Iraq, completed a review this week 
of approved interrogation techniques for 
detainees in Iraq, in the wake of concern 
and criticism that they violate the Geneva 
Conventions, two senior defense officials 
told CNN Friday.

Seven U.S. soldiers have been charged 
with abusing prisoners at Abu Ghraib prison 
near Baghdad. Three of the soldiers face 
general courts-martial arraignments 
Thursday, a session used for felony-level 
offenses. A fourth soldier faces a special 
court-martial -- the military equivalent of a 
civilian misdemeanor court -- on 
Wednesday.

On Capitol Hill on Thursday, top officials 
acknowledged some of the techniques 
under review could violate the Geneva 
Conventions.

Also Friday, the ranking U.S. military leader 
in Afghanistan announced changes at the 
main detainee camp at Bagram.

Lt. Gen. David Barno, who leads the 
Combined Forces Command in 
Afghanistan, confirmed he is "in the midst of 
putting out some new policy guidance" to 
underscore a mandate of "treating all of our 
detainees with dignity and respect."

Barno, speaking at a policy forum in 
Washington, said a newspaper's report of 
mistreatment of an Afghan police colonel in 
U.S. custody was the "first indication" he 
had of any problems among detainees.

He said the new policy guidance is intended 
to "make sure those rules are enforced 
across all our operations in Afghanistan." 
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He did not describe any shortcomings the 
new guidance will address.

Prisoners released

U.S. authorities released 293 prisoners 
Friday from the prison near Baghdad, the 
first mass prisoner release since images of 
abuse at the hands of the U.S. military 
surfaced several weeks ago. 

Earlier, officials had said 315 prisoners 
were freed, but Brig. Gen. Mark Kimmitt 
said the release of 22 prisoners was 
delayed.

Kimmitt told reporters Friday that the next 
prisoner release will be next Friday. 

"We anticipate 475 prisoners to be 
released. Twenty-two prisoners delayed 
today are expected to be released on May 
21st," he said.

Hundreds of Iraqis gathered around the 
prison after hearing about the imminent 
prisoner release. The first bus, with about 
70 released prisoners, left Abu Ghraib 
around 9:20 a.m. (1:20 a.m. ET) heading 
toward Baghdad. The other four buses emerged hours later -- one headed to Fallujah 
and the other three to Ba'qubah, coalition officials said. 

About a week ago, there were about 3,800 prisoners at Abu Ghraib. The new U.S. 
commander of detention operations in Iraq, Maj. Gen. Geoffrey Miller, said he plans to 
reduce that number to somewhere between 1,500 and 2,000.

Miller took over for Brig. Gen. Janis Karpinski, who was relieved of duty on January 17, 
a day after the coalition military announced an investigation into abuse in the prison. 

Seven soldiers face criminal charges in the abuse case, and four of them have been 
formally referred for court-martial. (Full story)

Photos of the abuse have prompted outrage -- particularly in the Arab world -- and led 
to days of hearings on Capitol Hill.

The Army has been investigating the treatment of prisoners at Abu Ghraib since 
January, but the case erupted last month when CBS broadcast graphic photographs of 
American troops posing for photographs with naked, hooded prisoners.

Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld has been criticized for not alerting the president 
and Congress sooner about the pictures.

Lawmakers are focusing on how high up the chain of command culpability for the 
abuse goes.

While Rumsfeld and other Pentagon officials have described the abuse as an 
aberration, some lawmakers have suggested in their questions that the military police -- 
who acted as guards for the prisoners -- may have been taking their cues from military 
intelligence.

The author of a military report on Abu Ghraib, Maj. Gen. Antonio Taguba, has also 
questioned the role of military intelligence at the prison. But he told a Senate panel 
Tuesday that there were no "direct orders" or written policies that sanctioned the abuse 
of prisoners.

CNN's Ed Henry, Joe Johns, Ted Barrett and Steve Turnham contributed to this 
report.
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between--and I understand this can be a slippery slope-- 
detainees who may have general knowledge of enemy plans and  
detainees who we have reason to believe may have knowledge of  
an imminent terrorist operations? 
    I know that there are circumstances in the so-called  
ticking time bomb case, where in other countries which attempt  
to live by the rule of law the standards of what can--of the  
nature of an interrogation of a detainee, can be quite simply  
more aggressive if there is a conclusion, reasonably arrived  
at, that the detainee has knowledge of the allegorical ticking  
time bomb, and if you break that detainee you can stop the bomb  
from exploding. 
    Do our procedures now allow for those kinds of  
distinctions? 
    Admiral Church. I will try to answer that, sir. The policy,  
the doctrine, the approved interrogation techniques, would not  
change based on what you know the intelligence, the value of  
the intelligence of the detainee. What might change is the  
interrogation plan of how you approach that, how you might use  
techniques in combination to try to get the information you  
use, and each interrogation plan might be different. 
    I doubt that you would waste much time on somebody who was  
of little intelligence value, but you would probably spend a  
lot of time on somebody who had actionable intelligence that  
might save lives. 
    Senator Lieberman. Thank you, Admiral. 
    My time is up. Thanks, Mr. Chairman. 
    Chairman Warner. Thank you, Senator. 
    Senator McCain. 
    Senator McCain. Admiral, thank you for your report. 
    Are all of the interrogation techniques now in keeping with  
international law and with treaties that the United States of  
America is signatory to? 
    Admiral Church. Yes, sir. 
    Senator McCain. In your mind there is no doubt? 
    Admiral Church. There is no doubt in my mind. 
    Senator McCain. Is there in your mind a difference in the  
status of a Taliban prisoner who was captured in the war in  
Afghanistan and that of a terrorist who was apprehended in  
Omaha, Nebraska? 
    In other words, is the Taliban guy, fighter, eligible for  
the Geneva Conventions for the Treatment of Prisoners of War,  
and is the terrorist caught in Omaha eligible? 
    Admiral Church. The latter is. The first, as you remember  
from the President's---- 
    Senator McCain. The latter is eligible for Geneva  
Conventions? 
    Admiral Church. A terrorist caught in the United States?  
Well, I am sorry---- 
    Senator McCain. Is he eligible for---- 
    Admiral Church. He is not a prisoner of war, so he would  
not fall into that category. 
    Senator McCain. Okay. Is the Taliban prisoner fighting for  
the then-government of Afghanistan eligible for Geneva  
Conventions for the Treatment of Prisoners of War? 
    Admiral Church. As you will remember, the President said  
that the Taliban had not conducted themselves in a manner that  
they would be considered parties to the Geneva. So the answer  
to your question is no, sir. 
    Senator McCain. So the President of the United States has  
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New York Times Article, Army Limits Tactics in Interrogations, April 2008 

This article can also be accessed through our reference list (number 7), on our website, or by cutting and 
pasting the link below: 

http://www.nytimes.com/2005/04/28/politics/in-new-manual-army-limits-tactics-in-
interrogation.html?_r=3 
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-SEERETiNGFORN-- 

SUMMARY OF FINDFNGS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

(U) In this section I review my major findings and overarching recommendations. Specific 
findings and recommendations are included throughout the report. 

NOTE ON APPLICABLE POLICY  

(U) In my assessment of the specific allegations of abuse and CJSOTF-AP detention operations, 
I considered relevant regulinory and policy gruidance, including: 

• CJTF-7 FRAGO 749, controlling CJTF-7 policy regarding detention operations; 

• CJTF-7 Interroption and Counter-Resistance Policy memorandum, dated 12 October 20033; 

• CJTF-7 Interroption Policy memorandum, dated 14 September 2003 (rescinded); 

• AR 190-8 and relevant provisions of the Geneva Conventions to provide minimum standards 
of humane treatment, incorporated into CTIT-7 policy by FRAGO 749. 

These policies are discussed in detail in PART M. 

MAJOR FINDING 

2. (.S4414 CJSOTF-AP 

se were not mtemment facilities, i.e. facilities intended for long-term 
detention, but rather temporary facilities to elicit tactical intelligence coincident to capture 
These facilities at least met the minimum standards for tactical interrogation facilities, except as 
noted below. Only 	facility remains in operation at this tithe. 

I Oa 13 May 2004, the Con:under of CTTF-7 issued a new CITF-7 Interrogation and Counter-Resistance Policy. 
This new policy superseded the 12 October 2003 policy. The 13 May 2004 policy specifically prohibits the use of 
six interrogation techniques, including Sleep Management, Stress Positions, Change of Scenery, Dietary 
Manipulation, Environmental Manipulation, and Sensory Deprivation. In all other respects the 13 May 2004 policy 
is identical to the 12 October 2003 policy. Because the new 13 May 2004 policy was not in effect during dse 
relevant rime period preceding the initiation of this investigation and for the sake of clarity, the 12 October 2003 
policy will be referred to as tbe controlling CJTF-7 policy throughout this report. 

-7- 
_seeRegitsteFeRN____ 

Final — OS November 2004 

DOD J'UNE 
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MNF-I SOP—Portions still CLASSIFIED.  

Available here: https://wikileaks.org/detaineepolicies/doc/US-DoD-MNFI-Interrogation-Policy-2005-01-
27.html 
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COMBINED FORCES COMMAND ··AFGHANISTAN 
KABUl.·AFGHANISTAN 

. APO AE .. 09358. 

. ·. .. .. ~ ... ~ ... . . ... .. 

$TATEM ENT OF MILITARY" PURPQ$E AND· NEcessrrv~ Th~: citiz!tns:OfAfQharii~tan 
~main .~F(}iA's· .¢enter ~fgravify! CFC•A per&onnef:hav$. a~respoo~~blllty;&o tre8l ~ll 
Afghani ciliz&ns·wllt\ 1Jtm()&h'88pect and CO...~- This 1lltiralri legarobUga&>rras:a 
memberofthe UfUted Stat&$· e1rid CoaUtioniirme~·farcea .bf neca•=-arrto ensa• the 
partner$hip of t.he Afghani. p~opl& in CFC~A·a· eounterlnsurgency cclnipaiirl~- th~ 
r8quirements 1$t forth in ~taphs 2 an~ 3 ·are essential le) prG&&Nin.g U;S. fHo&t 
Natii:m .(HN) retstlons1 ecmbined ()perationS belWEM,tn JJ.$.,: ~'.f~ndly forces~·· ci~d,:·b. 
mamtitU)g()()(f order. arid dlsciplio~· and p~teci:huma_n rig~ Within th•. CFP,~~ AOR·: 
Th1$.Gef'lera.l.Ord~r t:1·Uri10er··2 uride~ ~~Uct wh_iCh:i~:'P~bJ~d&t::io~. . 
·ma1ntertance' of _gC>od·oi'der·and diiciptina.·or CFc~A.tcn:es arid: ensures: th&· appropriate· 
level Qf policy unif0rmfty. th~ughout the CFC~A AOR. 

AUTHORIT)'~ Tltl~t" 10:. Unned :S~ifCocte,, Secti()n 164 {~)-J)cj: ~·Vfl:ifol'~tfCod~' Of 
MHita,Y Justice {ticivtJ}; twe··:to :United States Code~ sectiomi· S.Oh940~ · ·· · 

1. APPLICABIUTY: Thi$ ·General Order NUmb~ 2.:is'~ppli<=at)l.e:·tQ ~ILUf1~ $~.
(U..S;.) mHitarY··per:sOnnei; .alJ ·ltS~ civilians serving witll.··emp.~d.by~ or·:•ooc>tylp*1ying 
·the Annoo Forces of.:the' Unit.ed statea;·and· all coalition.Forc8G:While.P.nn1~itfanywhfat.' 
in .Uie·cF¢-A AOR,.:. All:attefna1iYEt·'<>r les8 re'$trictive.guid~.'Nittl· r~Jo .~~ta.i~ · 
and PUC na11dlingJn·.Q>m~1ned Joint Operatiog.Af.~_han-tan:·a,.: t..~:r.ey.':'>t<ed; 
JSOTF forties and· all force& operating under CFC.AcommBnci in CJOA·A~UJUIJy·. · .. 
compjy With the te.tter aiid intent _of this pOlicy, A11· CF~A mUlta.ry _add otviHart "m6nnel 
·willbfl bri&fed oi'l-thill otder NLT 1. Jun 04. This. ord~ suppl~nt$ USCEKTCOM 
GeineJ&i Order· Number 1A and ·cFC~A GeneraJ Order Number '1. Th•s Generilf .Order. 
Number 2 reflects the fact that the Afghan people· r~main the ~rt?f.g~vity ·of:'our 
®eratlons, sncfthatwe·remtlin gue .. in th•lr COc,tnuy a~ we. conduet" ~untf;!ra 
insurgency campaign m:·partnerS.htp with "them._ · 

2. G~Nf:RAL Re0~1ReMems: 

a. All detainees ~Jecled . ._ _a reault:cif Ce>f:ll-ion operations In· Combined· Jdlnt . 
Ope~ns Area-Afghan~~an (CJOA~A).Wilrbe .treated .wtth d_lgf1ity an4 respect •. Any_ 
s>Otential inteilig~ce value from ·detaine8S Will remain sub0rdb;lat9 and se.Cc;Jndary"to 
treau~ a.n ~lnees wfth dignity and reispSCt. · 

DOD JUNE 2209 



GENERAL ORDER NUMBER 2 (G0·2) 

b .. AU d.,&ainees wilt ~e.·~nsidered as p0lentiel·supporiers:Of.the.Afghari Transltiooat 
·AUlttOtlty (ATA). and the Coalition Ul\tH substantial evidence fs. clearly e•bHshed 
otherwise. ·Treatment Of detainee&:wilt reflect this chaF'actarilation ·at Sit tiin&s~ 

3. RECUiREMe;Nfs· / PROH,BiTED ACTIVITIES: . i'.tle specific requirements and 
p~hlblted actiVfti~ Qsted,intni,s·dcx:ument •1J(lj:jtement ·~·•Ai ii1 ~dditibn to: those 
~ties. specifically prcscribEJd by lJSCENTOO~.·G~~eraf ·Order 1A and CFC;.A' 
General Order 1. · 

a. Detain•-. wllt notbe'. held at remote detainment.sites: for:proc&ssing. beyond·,99 
hours from time of d~tainmen~; Exceptlol\$·to.thrs· rure iliqu!i'e"COMJTF ·78 api;(()Val: 
at the Majof GeneraJ level. and Is non.:deteg~ble. Uri'der no circumstanc~ Will 
detaine•s be h9fd oUtside tn~ Bag(am Coll&cticjn P.oJnf'(BtP) ·¢.tJmua.tiVelj P&Y9~ 
one w•k (168 hours). Deta:inees Who exceed this timefltmitwilt ~ uneondmo~lly 
rejeased, unless COMCFc-A personalfy determines' otherwise. · · · 

b. lntellige·n.ce qu~ningofdetaineeswill b8:co.neiucted sfrictly.-tA.W:theG&nev~ 
Canvention •• PhY$~l·abus~.-t)f.anyfype, any·torm of int&ntlonal humiliStion,' verbal 
abUse. cir.deprivation Of·•""~ food or ~r:ara explicitfy,fumidden. lnteUigenc:e · 
.val• remains seconqary tQ 'treeting· al detainees ·hu~i'tely Wilf'i· ·'·View ~tlj8J; 
ultimate reJea$&'afld. reciOn,ciHation as a part of:Afghanfst8n's future. 

C; Detainees win no*.b~ completely. stripped of their clothing at· any. time~ ~ith 
particular oonsf4eratiori ·QiVen to Muslim seilsitiviti.$$' wj~ regard to. co\teririg of 
private parts~ ·p~te'parta Will always.~main C(tve~ fOr ml d.i.~ •. $e~ 
w~ndty'pe devices Win be·used·tO insure detainees· are not concealing .We&p0ns.cr 
other d~ngerous ·i~ems. tn areasJhat remain covered. Body cavity. sear(:hes:.~ll.nqt 
be performed. :L1nless security wand evidence in.diCa.t~ the presence of.coneeated 
Ltem$ •. 

d ... Restraint& on detainees wUI be the minimum required by: the tactical situation and 
thr.eat. Hooos ·Wirt not be used. ·eundfolds:,co~sisting. Of bandages, goggles.·:or· ~ike 
"items .,re pennissfble foi" HJ'rilted periods of time to maintain operational sec~rtfy. · 
BU~fOlds will never be-usecMo disorient detainees or. deny 'lght ayer exte~cted . 
P')rieds. FleXc:uff& will be· used for limited Periods only When detainee& ~re 1.:i'qg9d a 
threat to c.oatition forces. 

· e. Phof.ography will pnly be aliowed ta record th~ id~.t.ity of detainees whDe fully 
clothed. Detain~ whq. becC>me Persons Under'Control (PU~) may be 
p,hQtograp~ .over their ·expcsed booy lesa private parts tQ establish a record of 
·~~. pre-existing iojlries. identifying mark$, etc: •. At rio time Will the dignity of the 
·individual be compminised. 

f; Any req1JI~ medical examination of a detainee will be·aeoomptished atth&BCP 
only. ·Exceptions will.'?nly be m'!lde in the event of obvious injury requfring 
immedlat&. medl~r akl Medi.cal attention will never ·be.denied, but' medical e~ms. 
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GENERAL .ORDe~· NUMBER2'(GO-~)· . . .· . .. . _;· .· 

·beyond immediate trvatment· needs ofthe detainee will be restncted to the BCP 
on.iy. 

· g. Detainees oo,ctergo.ir.Jg medical .exams. at the· BOP:witl be fully infonned of the. 
purpO'Se··and. natured tfte: exam in e lang~edhey under$1and. Al medicat 
proceaur.s Wiit bctft.tPy &Xpfained priqr to ~tion; 

h. h~terrogatlons wil..be-con~.uclsd by-train~.~nd.c&rtified milita.ry inteltigence . 
. pe'9Q;me1: oriiY. ·. ~Jfl()i;lai :cJ.OA.oAMwtde, *.lf~on triif1i~·.of alt. in-co.untry .mititary 
in•rr9J,~ irit$~:wUl.betearnp~e~ un.der~TF•7B::¢0til~·NL T t~ J~11·04 
wilh .update·repqrts, to CFC~ wtier-t aC.COmp1~ed; · The. concel)t:pt IJ9il'.1.Q o.,._. 
etemen.ts (e.g.· ·m1ntar.Y .police,, guaiQs) t? !'softeB .up'' d~j~en .prior to· ~ter.r-09ation 
is absQrutelY. prohi.bl~. No interr0gatiQn ~ectmique.tPNtlf ·take· p;e~~nc:" over 
treating all detmnG98· wfth dignity alid rer.pe<:t. 

i. All indMdua~a. participating in questioning detainees am .prohibited from 
:conceanng: .tfletr· ideriU-.~ :from ile Qetail'.1'9• ~ing .Q~estfQQ8d, to ·ltl~ude by · 
w.""ng, m~~· .eausing:1he r;letmee' to b•··~l~fol~ed otin thit:da,-k ~uring 
interrogatklns, or·b)' com:eaUng:themsetves in any.otherway; . . . 

· i .. .lnterprelf:rs·~tit~ractl~ ·wfttt.<letatn.s Wi!l:t>c.t;~rri~ and eou~~ :4n·,lhelr.dUUes 
to· set·a:prdpettonEt of p(C)fessionatism~ dlgn.tty)in.d. resp~~ 'dunng aU:tnteractiOns 
~h ·detai~~ .. latti~~. taunting; se.eking:cle~iJlee: ambarrassment:·or.·hui;TIBialti~ 
·a& a form:Of· i4'Y.~.~ ~attcihltely p'°hibi\\9ct cpatili.Qn ~l~ ... d. t~·EK'.fers ·win ·ti• 
he.kt acco.untabl•"10r·thf. dem.-nor and.pe~nc:a·t<,T- .at~ndil:rPs'of lh._elr. 
imerpraterg .. Freq~enfcmss-ctiecks at lnterpreter .. tran$fatl0n·are"·requlred • 

. k. Ph.~tQCrapny:of d•ine·es. ~olding :tacititfes. interrogatiQ.n~.: .~:d· tl'.le SCP ~r• 
,e><PreS.SlY·tort>idrle,n·excepi·a~ noted above ·1or•i<S~tityand·.~9Cµm8JJta.ti~'PU~~~: 
Persona1·po.Ses&ion-tif camera. or:Pbatography equipment of'aoy type. i$·.:pr0hibtted. 
on.the. ground&.: of any detain.efit ha•dilig:or tran$fer:·faci,ity~ Detainees .. wllt:nc;t !>¢.· 
photl)graphed ~Y sarVice membel'$ or·Chilllani~fdutlng. :lh& course ot :any: mD1tary 
. operatiOns at any tir:ne. . . . 

. 4. PUNITIVE ORO.ER~ Paragraph 3 of this Gener~ O'rd.$r N\lm~r 2:is, puniti\i.19 .. 
Per&ons subject· to tt1e .. UCMJ ma1y be punished there.1;1nder. C.iv!rmn& ~~Jog .witti; 
ef!iployad by, or.acc:ompanying lhe. Armed. Forces afthe Ui11ted$tatel:in·th~:Cf.C·A . 
AOFf may N,a;t Qri'mlnal prosecution or adverse ·ad~lnlSfratlVe, actton·:fOt.:vt(>ratrori of tills 
:Gener-8' Order. 

5. INQtV~OUAL OUTV-: All pensons, military and civilian, subject U, this General o·rd!!I'.· 
·Number 2. ~re Charg~~· with 1he indrvtduat dt.1.ty to become famillar·wlth and. respect the . 
lawS, regUlations, and CUstorTH$of Afgnanistan insofar as.th~y·cto not interfere with the 
•Xecu1ion of their offk:iac.i:Suties •. Acts of disrespeCt or violations of Afghan law, 
regulation ~r customs:mey bit punished under applicabfe: criminal statutes an<J 
adm1.,1stratlve regutatlOos~ 
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GE~ ORDER Nl,JMBER.2 (G0.-2) . . . . . . . . . . . ' . 

:6. ·.UNIT COM~DER RESPON$1BlJTY: :eommandersi: Security Assistance Offiee · 
. Chi~ ranct mill•iyl~Yilian Se.Jper'Visor.J are C:harg_~·wftlf ens~rlng th,t. E1U.p&rsonr1el-.ar& 
brie~d-dn .. tbe·:prdhi~ilic)n$ &ttd·requir.eM'-h~:Of· thi$ Gen~l '.OrdElrN~~bet 2. 
commanders· a.rid· supenilsQr$.ere: exPeCted. t<>·entorce both ttte· letter ~n¢·M $pirit of 
this Genel'al'. Order. · · · · · · · · 

7. EFFE:CTlVE. DA TE./:,EXPlRATIPN!· This'=G8'1erat O.rtter ns:~ ·immediately an~ 
will:e~i~ onJy:~tien· r-~nd~-by commander~ combined· F<>rc&s·eommand ~· · · · 
Afghani.an or hlghe( authQrity. 

DOD JUNE 

t .. ·~· ~ • 

[).~VIDW~ B~O 
Ueutenanf:GeneraJ, USA 
Commending 
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CAMP DELTA SOP-Marked FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

Available here: http://www1.umn.edu/humanrts/OathBetrayed/sop_2004.pdf 
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According to Brandon, Wyatt stated that stress positions were a 
commonly used technique at GTMO. Stephenson and the OSC both told 
the OIG that they understand that this was an approved technique for 
the military. However, military documents indicate that stress positions 
were not approved at that time. Although "stress positions (like standing) 
for a maximum of four hours" was on the list of approved counter 
resistance interrogation techniques permitted at GTMO under the 
memorandum approved by Secretary Rumsfeld on December 2, 2002, 
that list was rescinded on January 15, 2003.209 On April 16, 2003, 
Secretary Rumsfeld approved a new list of permissible techniques for use 
at GTMO that did not include "stress positions." 

This incident again illustrates the inadequacy of the guidance 
provided to FBI agents regarding what techniques were approved for use 
by the military and how the agents were to conduct themselves in joint 
interrogations. The FBI agents thought that this was an approved 
military technique; they apparently were not aware that the Secretary of 
Defense had rescinded his approval of stress positions 9 months before 
the Al Qarani incident took place. According to the Church Report, short 
chaining was a form of stress position, a technique that was removed 
from the pre-approved list in January 2003. Yet, the military at GTMO 
apparently did not consider short-shackling to be a prohibited "stress 
position" at least until May 2004, when the military commander at 
GTMO prohibited this practice. Church Report at 168. 

Although the FBI's May 2004 Detainee Policy had not yet been 
issued, the FBI agents involved in this matter told us they knew they 
should not engage in techniques that would be prohibited in the United 
States. However, it was not clear what an agent should do if another 
agency's interrogator utilized such a technique without the prior 
agreement of the FBI agent. Moreover, there was no evidence that 
Brandon knew in advance that Wyatt would put Al Qarani in a stress 
position. Under the circumstances, we did not find that Brandon 
violated any FBI policy in connection with Wyatt's conduct. However, we 
are troubled by the fact that Brandon and Stephenson did not recognize 
more quickly that Wyatt's conduct was inappropriate for an interview in 
which the FBI was participating. Brandon and Stephenson should have 
acted more quickly to object to the conduct and attempt to stop it. 

209 Moreover, we believe there is very significant doubt that short chaining a 
detainee to the floor would have been considered to be "like standing" within the 
meaning of the December 2 memorandum. 
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Behavioral Science Comulta~ioa Team 
Joiilt InteWgeace Group, Jomt Tuk Force--GTMO 

Standard Operating Procedures (U) 

28 Mardi 200S 

l. (U) PurpoM. The purpose of this document is to establish Standard Operating Procedures {SOP) f'or · 
. the daily operation and administraJion of the Behavioral Scicn<le ConauJtation Team (BSCT), Joint 

lntcrroption Group (JIG), Joint Task Fo~Oua.ntanamo Bay, Cuba (rrF-GTMO). 

l. (U) Scope. This SOP applies to all personnel assigned· to the BSCT and supersedes the previous BSCT 
SOP. 

3. (U) BSCT Penonnd. 

a. (U) BSCT Chief {BSCTl ). Clinical Psychologist, USA. 738. Chief, responsible for all issues 
relating to BSCT operations. Develops detailed BSCT policies and operating proccdUAIS. Reports to the 
Director; JIG; coordinates with the Commander, Joint Detention Operations Group (JDOO); and, as 
directed, providc:s special staff' officer functiom to the Commander. JTF.QTMO. In lhe event that the 
USAF 42P3 is senior in rank to the USA 738, JIG Director will desipate team chief besed on experience 
and training in interrogation support. 

b. (U) ANistut BSCI' Cblef (BSCT2). Clinical Psychologist, USAF, 42P3. Assumes duties of 
BSCTt in bis/ her absence. Provides conaultation and interrogation support to the Intctrogarion Control 
Element (ICE). Works with JDOG-S2 (Counter-lntelli ce to identi trends in detainee behavior 

L('l) ............. .. 
m1.y support Deployment Cycle Suppon proanm by providing training on 

PosttraumatJc tress and Anger Management for penonnel departing rrF-OTMO. 

c. (U) BSCT NCOIC (BSCTl). Mental Health ~ialiat, USA, 9 J X. Provides coasultation and · 
interrogation support to the ICE. Assesses camp climate and provides feedback. to BSCTI on issues and 
trends. May provlde training in bchavionl principles/ management to ICE and JDOG personnel; may 
support Deployment Cycle Support program by providing tJaining on Posttraumatic Stress and Anger 
Manapmenl for personnel departing JTF..OTMO. 

4. (tl) Miatoa. Provide psychological consultation in order to aupport safe, legal, ethical, and effective 
· detention and interrogation· operations at ITF-OTMO. 

5. (U} Objectiv•. 

a. (U) Provide psychological ~xpertise to assess the individual dctainee and his environment; provide 
tecommendati<ms to enhance the effectiveness of interrogation operations. 

b. (U) Use psychological expertise to provide monitoring. consultation, and feedback regarding the 
entire detainee criVironment in order to assilt the command in ensuring humane treatment of detainees, 
the prevention of abuse, and the safety of U.S. personnel. 

CLASSIFIED BY: JTF-GTMO Classifacatipn Guide dated 10 June 2004 
REASON: L4(C) or lnteltigence Activity, Source, or Methods 
DECL ON: 28 March 2030 
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JTF-GTMO.JIG-BSCT 
SUBJECT: BSCT SOP (U) 

5. (U) Miuioa IAaeatial Tallca. 

a. (U) Pnwldes coa1altadoa to laterroptlon stall' i• Hpport of Clle lntelJlaeace collectioa 
mluiOa. 

b. (U) Monitors lnterroptiou and other 1tatl'-detalnee interactioat; pnwid• c:oullltadoa oa 
pollc• and •tnteaM for euuri•I the lafety of deaiaea uul .rn'-GTMO penoanel; pl'O\'ida 
direet teedHck to command oa iisua lavofvinl psycllolusfal rbk racton atrectt.f detaiaM 
operadou. 

(I) (U) Provide psycholOjical ovenight to ensure that statt'-dctainee Interactions are sak for 
both dMairiccs and U.S. penonnel. lmmcdiaicly all atteation to and appropriately report any interamons 
that are considered unsafe, unethical, illegal or in violation of applicable policies and procedures. 

{2) (U) Provide f«ciback to command in verbal or writtl:n form to JIG Director, JD<Xl 
Commander, or JTF Commander, u appropriate, reprding potentiaJ risks to detainees and U.S. personnel 
atJTF..OTMO. 
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JTF-GTMO-JIG-BSCT 
SUBJECT: BSCT SOP (U) 

c. (tJ) MoaitOri bebvionl trcDcb iD tile detainee poputatioa IUld iatearates 8ndllap Iii.to 
couulta.on iii 111ppert ofbaterropdon and detention opentioa1. 

d. (U) ProYicla .elected JIG od JDOG penon11el witb tnillD1 oa bcltavioral. P')'Cllolocial, 
and cultili'al iaaes pertaiDU.1 to tbe defahMle populadoa •. 

(3) (U//FOUO) Provides training to facilitate tbe maintenance of a stable and secure detention 
environment, such as appropriate ways to respond to detainee misbehavior, recognition and Mporting of 
behavior patterns, minimizing tl'artsfcr of infonnation from guard staff to detainees, and strategies for 
increasing p~American sentiment.· 

( 4) (U) Provides training to increuc awareness of religious and cultural issues unique to the 
detainee population, such as proper handling of Qur' ans, ways to demonstrate respect for religious · 
practices, and specjaJ practices during religious holida~ (e.g., Ramadan). 

e. (U) Advilea JIG and JOOG oa ae of materialll for the :O.talaee Llbruy ud ala on the 
IJbniry Advisory Doud. 

( 1) (U) Participates on Library Advisol)' Board to review library materials and advise JIG and 
JDOO OD nature ~uisidons. 

(2) (U) As a member of the Board, reviews libraiy operations and forwards recommendations to 
the JIG Director and JDOG commander 

BSCTSOP 3 
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ITF-OTMO.JIG-BSCT 
SUBJECT: BSCT SOP (U) 

I· (U) Assist.I ia tM development of cletcatioa facility belaavlor ......-.•• plau. 

(l) (U) Consults with JDOG S-3, JDOG S-2, Medical, Behavioral Health, and ICE personnel to 
. develop camp-wide stJategies for improving behavioral levelS of detainees. 

(a) (U) Provides input into the development of strategies for reducing unwanted behavior, 
such as re-location or movement of detainees, disciplinary actions, stnfe1Ural or ~w-a.I changes 
within the camp. 

(b) (U} Provides input into the development of strategics for im:rcuing positive behavior, 
such as implementidion of incentive programs, reinforcement programs for p<>sitive behavior, and 
inereasing·access to recreational and social activities. 

h. (tJ) Coaulu with .iTF Commaader on detUA• iuu.a, •tafrililllea, aad camp ctyumics, aad 
pl'O\'iaes recommeadatiom oa ways tO improve camp epenrtiou. BSCT penionnel have full and 
direct access to JTF Commander to consult on all aspects of ITF mission. 

L (U) Other dutiea .u ... igned. 

7. (U) Meatal Heald ud Medkal Sen-ices. 

L (IJ) BSCT penonael shall aot cooduet mental bmlt• .valuatioa1 or provide melltal llealtb 
treatment to detaiaees or JTF-OTMO penoHel. BSCT personnel will take all reasonable steps to 
ensure that they arc not pcri:eived as heal1hcare providers for detainees or JTF-GTMO ~rsonnel . 

( l ) (U) The Joint Medical Group (JMG) provides all medical treatment, including mental health 
evaluation and treaiment, for detainees and ITF-OTMO personnel. Services for detainees are provided 
through the Detention Hospital, Detention Clinic, and Detainee BehaviOral Health Set\lice. Services for 
JTF'-OTMO personn~l are provided through the Combat Srress Control, Joint Aid Station, and U.S. Naval 
Hospital, GTMO. 

(2) (U) The JMG is responsible for lldviSing JIG personnel (i.e., BSCT and ICE Operations) if 
there are any known physical. psychological, or medical conditions; limitations to functioning; or 
restrictions to usual activities that one is required to coo1idcr in ordet to ensure the safety of the detainee 
arid U.S. personnel, e.g., diabetes, heart condition, special diet, psychological instability. contagious 
conditions. 

b. (U) BSCT penouel wiiJ f'uacdon ••Medical Ualaoa Ofticen for the iatell~nce aait b81ed 
011 Jiroced .... a atablislaed ID coajaactioa witll Jolat Medical GroGp. When concerns about health 
status or medical condition of detainees arc: raised through observation by BSCT persoMel, inquiries 
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raised by interrogaton or other reporting mecb&nis~s, BSCT will convey these concerns to appropriate 
medical personnel for evaluation, treatment. and disposition. 

( 1) (U) Neither BSCT personnel nor inlerrogation teams have access to medical records of · 
detainees. 1be BSCT acts as medical liaison bctWeen interrogation teams and medical personnel· in order 
to maintain the separation bCtween medical care and intelligence-collection. 

(2) (U) The BSCT will direct requcau for information and issues of med~al concerns brought up 
by interrogation teams to the JTF-GTM~MG organiutional box. From there it will be ro~ to the 
appropriaie medical/ dental personnel for response to BSCT persoMel who will for#ard to originator of 
the inquiry. 

(3) (U) The kind ofinfornwion shared will generally fall imo two categ«ies. The first is th.it of 
physical or medical conditions, or functional limitations, that one is required to consider in order to ensure 
the safety of the detainee and U.S. personnel, e.g., diabetes, heart condition. special diet, or contagious 
conditions. The other category of information shand is Whether medical personn~I were aware of the 
condition. if it had beel1 e\laluated and treated, or if an appointment ia pending to address the concern. · 

( 4) (U) The BSCT will meet on a regular basis with the Director, Joint Medical Group; Director, 
Medical Plans and Operations; OIC, SMO, and other staff from the Detention HOspital and Detainee 
Behavioral Health Service in orde-r to discuss any iUlles related to policies and pi'oceclun:s. 

8. (t1) lntdligem:e Collection with Juveail•. JTF-OTMO does not normally detain Juvenile Enemy 
Combatants, however, in order io <Leal with this possibility, special prc>CO<lum must be established. 
Juveniles arc defined as any person below the age of 16. Gathering intelligence from juveniles will 
requiru~ial preuutions and extra care because juveniles are often more vulnerable with less developed 
coping skills than adults. In order-to ensure proper care for the juvenile detainee, lhe fOllowmg procedures 
will be followed: · 

. a. (U) For any pen<in under the age of t6, a BSCT pers0nnel will be present for the entire time of 
interroption. A medical provider will cvaluare 1M juvenile prior to and after the intCrroptioh. The · 
iirtcrroption plan must be reviewed by the BSCT psychologist. ICE Regional Team Chief, ICE Chief, 
and the JIG Director. · 

c. -- (QlC1) 

(l 

(2) ·(U) Since many juvenile detainees have come from deprived environments. special effort will 
be made 'to ensure their protection, to provide necessary emotional support, and to provlde eduwion as 
available. · · 
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(3) (U) Tnn•portatioc and tbe sec~the deta~ will libcilgrrnjilij. izcdiiilliandiiiimliipllemoiiiiieml•~c 
JDOO personnel. - .. - --. . CA)(2J 

9. (U) Ota.er Opendobl Pn>ced11n1. The following procedures apply to the daily BSCT opcqtions. 

a. (U) OPSEC. All operations of the BSCT must conform to guidance set forth in JTF ..QTMO 
General Order Nwnber 2. Specific co115iderations for BSCT personnel are as follows. 

( l) (U) Ensure that classified material (files, papors, photos, disks) &R properly secured in the 
safe de~ignated for BSCT use; at DO time shall classified materials be left unattended in BSCT offices. 

(2) (U) Do not discuss detainee operations or other classified information over unclassified 
phon~_ lines. 

(3) (U//FOUO) Saniti7.C uniforms by placing tape over the name when working in or visiting 
areas where contact with detaioea is possible, in-eluding detainee blocks, intenop.tion buildings. and 
medical facilities. 

(4) (U/lFOUO) Use a courier bag when transporting classified or sensitive documents. Do not 
use oourier bags for transportation of unclassified or prohibitQf materials. 

(S) (U) Do not discuss detainee operations in lrCU where individuals without appropriate 
cle~ or need to know could overhear information . 

. (6) (U) Do not discuas operations, current events, or personal infomiation in the pre.ace of 
detainees. · 

(7) (U) Ensure BSCT offices are locked at the end of lhe day and that the security checklist is 
completed. The last person leaving the building must also comple111 the s~urity checklist for the building 

·and ensure tho- 6-ont door is secured using the combination lock. 

b. (U) Velaicle OperatJons. Ensure the BSCT vehicle is taken to motor pool for reassipmcnt and 
ro\Jtirie maintenance NL T the end of each month. 

c. (U) Supplies, Required office/administrative supplies can be obtained through the ICE Admin 
office. OthBr supplies and equipment can be ordered through ICE Admm office by completing the 
appropriate p~hue order request. 

10. (U) Battle RJaythm. Successful execution of day-to-day mission requirements .requires flexibility, 
self-discipline, and ability to multi-wk and prioritize in all BSCT personnel. There are often competing 
urgencies. Many taskJ are self-dircctcdi many demands aro made with little or no notice while others are 
scheduled in advance. Assessments typically require a series of obac:rvaiions in dift"crent settings and 
hours of research. Many day-to-day ~tivities arc determined by response to requests fix consultation and 
observation; often, rapid response is required. Some commit= meetings and working groups follow 
established schedules while others are pneratcd by the BSCT for specific JJW'POSCS· · 

a. (U) l:tllial ud lcpl nspouibilitia. In additio11 to tho other duties and qualifations dOted in 
this document. it is the raponsibility of ~II BSCT penormel to familiarize themselves with and adhere IO 
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the UCMJ. Geneva Conventions, applicable rules of enpsement, local poHcia, as well as professional 
ethics and staildards of psychological practice. All BSCT personnel will be expected to: 

( l) (U) Read and adhere to JTF-GTMO policy 1nemoranda, regulations, and SOPs. 

(2) (U) Immediately RJ>Ort any suspicions of abuse of detainees or miscond11ct by U.S. personnel 
to JIG Director whO is responsible for funher Npottina to JTF Commander. 

(3) (U) Consult with colieagucs and their chain of command regarding any conflicts that may 
arise. between professional requirements and perfOl'IDUCie of their duties. 

b. (U) Referral proceu for COU•ltatlons. Interrogators may request consultation to support 
interrogations or other rcquircmenu by contacting any member of the BSCT. This will most typically 
occur in person at BSCT offices, by telephone. Or by email. 

. e. (U) Committee Membenlllp. BSCT personnel participate in the following committees, working 
groups, and meetings. 

(1) (U) lntmogation Strategy Meeting (ISM, BSCTl ): weekly in the llG conference room. · 

(2) (U) JIG Command and Staff Meeting (BSCT I): weekly in the no conference room. 

(3) (U) JIG pro-ISM (BSCTl/2): weekly in the JIG confemtce room. 

( 4) (U) ICE Coordination Meeting (BSCTl/2): weekly in lhc ICE Conference Room. 

(S) (U) Jl>OO Coordination Meeting (BSCTl/2): weekly in the ICE Conference Room. 

(6) (U) JDOO Company Training (BSCTl/213): Camp America Chapel as convened by JDOO. 

(7) (U) ICEbox Review Committee (BSCTl/213): ICE Coof~ Room; convened by BSCT u 
needed. · 

(8) (U) Libr&J)' Advisory Board (BSCTl/2): Meetings as eonvened by chair. 

(9) (U) Other committees/ roundt.ablesl working groups, as appropriate. 

11. {tJ) Peint of Coatact. The point of contact for this SOP is BS.CT Chief at 

Attachments: 
Annex. A- BSCT Assessment: Guidelines & fonnat (U) 
Ann~ 8 - BSCT Obsei'vation Report: Guidelines & Fonnat (U) 
Annex C - BSCT RiSk Assessment: Guidelines & Format (U) 
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Cedric L. Alexander, PsyD, is the 
new deputy chief of the Rochester 

Alexander 

Police Department 
in Rochester, N .Y. 
As direccor of 
organizational 
development, his 
responsibilities 
include recruit
ment training and 
background inves

tigation. Prior co his appointment, 
Alexander was an instructor and 
Postdoctoral fellow at the University 
of Rochester Medical Center with a 
specialization in police psychology, 
family therapy, group process and 
multiculturalism. 

In 1999, Alexander, a former 
deputy sheriff, combined his academic 
research and field experience and con
tributed to the work "Police Trauma: 
Psychology Aftermath of Civilian 
Combat," which detailed the psycho
logical impact of police work. 

APA's Div. 55 (The American 
Society for the Advancement of 
Pharmacotherapy) has established 

the Patrick H. DeLeon Prize for 
an outstanding student dissertation 
or published paper in either clinical 
psychology or prescription authority 
advocacy. The $500 prize will be 
awarded at the APA annual conven
tion beginning in 2003. 

The award was named after 
Deleon, a former APA president 
and an advisor to Sen. Daniel K. 
Inouye CD- Hawaii). 

New York State Senator Kemp 
Hannon presented Thomas 

Demaria 

Demaria, PhD, 
with the New York 
Seate Senate 
Liberty Award for 
Demaria's creation 
of a special 
bereavement and 
trauma counseling 
center for children 

who lost family members in the 
World Trade Center disaster and for 
extensive services provided co 
schools, community groups, reli
gious organizations and businesses 
traumatized by Sept. 11. 

Dr. Debra Dunivin's new rank was pinned on by 
Sen. Daniel Inouye (left) and her husband 
Russ Newman, PhD, JD, APA's executive direc· 
tor for practice (right). 

Debra Dunivin, PhD, was 
promoted in July from the 
rank of Major to Lieucenant 
Colonel in the U.S. Army. 
T he ceremony took place in 
the office of Sen. Daniel K. 
Inouye CD-H awaii), where 
Dunivin worked as a 
Congressional Science Fellow 
from 1992 to 1994, prior co 
entering the Army when she 
was recruited to participate 
in the Psychopharmacology 
Demonstration Project. 
Dunivin is currently serving 

as deputy director of the department of psychology and director of 
training for the C linical Psychology Residency Program at Walter Reed 
Army Medical Center in Washington, D. C. Other duties include a clin
ical practice in psychopharmacology and consultation to Walter Reed's 
C linical Breast Care Project, conducting research in psycho-oncology 
and celehealth. 

OCTOBER 2002 

Founded in 2000, the liberty 
award is given to individuals who dis
play exceptional heroic or humanitari
an aces on the behalf of New Yorkers. 
Demaria is the administrative director 
of Behavioral Health Services at South 
Nassau Communities Hospital in New 
York. His special ties include marriage 
therapy, behavioral medicine, stress 
management and trauma counseling. 

For 2002-03, Celia B. Fisher, 
PhD, will hold the position of 

bioethicist in resi
dence at Yale 
University. Fisher 
is director of the 
Fordham 
University Center 
for Ethics 
Education. The 

Fisher 
center was created 

in 1999 to encourage scholarly, sci
entific and public practices guided 
by respect for diversity within com
munities and nations. Her research 
topics include how teen-agers and 
parents from different ethnic back
grounds react to racial discrimina
tion and the ability of adults and 
children with cognitive vulnerability 
to consent to treatment. Fisher is 
also professor of applied develop
mental psychology at Fordham 
University. 

G. Frank Lawlis, PhD, a fellow of 
APA's Div. 12 (Society of Clinical 

Lawlis 

Psychology) and 
Div. 38 (Health), 
has been named 
supervisory psy
chologist of 
American Mensa 
in July. He 
replaces Abbie F. 
Salny, EdD. 

LawLs will be responsible for ensur
ing the integrity of American 
Mensa's testing program and evalu
ating new tests that determine 
admission to the organization. 

Lawlis is a research professor at 
the department of rehabilitation, social 
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